










































































From: Murphy, Roger
To: Robinson, Heather
Subject: Closed Case - 201504010004 / 15-5563 / Bilyue
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 8:48:36 AM
Attachments: 201504010004 15-5563 Bilyue.pdf

Good Morning Heather,
Attached is a summary for a closed case 201504010004 / 15-5563 / Bilyue. There is a waiver for PHI
 release on file.
If you need anything else, let me know.
Roger

Roger Murphy
Senior Law Enforcement Inspector
Florida Department of Corrections
Office of the Inspector General
Special Investigations Unit
501 South Calhoun Street
Tallahassee FL. 32399
Office: (850) 717-3435
Mobile: (850) 545-4406
Fax: (850) 414-0953

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential health and/or
 privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this
 message in error, please contact the sender (by phone or reply by electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message.

Our Vision: "Changing Lives to Ensure a Safer Florida"
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Case Number: 15-5563

Inspector: Inspector David Allen

Date Assigned or Initiated: 04-10-2015

Complaint Against: Medical Treatment in General

Location of Incident – Institution/Facility/Office: Florida Women’s Reception Center

Complainant: Steve Bilyue

Use of Force Number: N/A

PREA Number: N/A

Classification of Incident: Inadequate Medical Treatment

Confidential Medical Information Included:  X Yes No

Chief Inspector General Case Number:  201504010004
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I. AUTHORITY

The Florida Department of Corrections, Office of the Inspector General, is authorized to conduct
internal affairs investigations pursuant to § 20.055 and 944.31, Florida Statutes.

The testimony references included in this report are summations of oral or written statements
provided to inspectors.  Statements contained herein do not necessarily represent complete or
certified transcribed testimony, except as noted.  Unless specifically indicated otherwise, all
interviews with witnesses, complainants, and subjects were audio or video recorded. 

II. INQUIRY

Inquiry, where used herein, refers to a preliminary query into information received alleging a
violation of an administrative rule, criminal statute, or other authority made to determine the
existence of an alleged violation and identity of investigative leads.
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III. DEFINITIONS (PREA INCIDENTS ONLY)

Exonerated:
The preponderance of evidence reasonably supports facts which suggest the subject’s behavior
or action did occur, but was consistent with specific law, policy or rule.

Unfounded:
The preponderance of evidence does not reasonably support facts which suggest the allegation
of the subjects behavior or action occurred which would have been contrary to specific law,
policy or rule.
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IV. PREDICATE

On April 1, 2015 an email complaint from Steve Bilyue was received by the Chief Inspector
General. The complaint expressed medical concerns about the medical treatment of Inmate
Marcia Ann Bilyue DC# E51675, housed at the Florida Women’s Reception Center. This
complaint was assigned to Senior Inspector David Allen as Inspector General Inquiry number
15-5563 on April 10, 2015. This incident was assigned CIG case number 201504010004.

V. SUMMARY OF INQUIRY FINDINGS

Based on the complainant’s testimony or statement, documentary evidence, and the record as a
whole, presented or available to the primary inspector, the following findings of facts were
determined:

Note:  Inmate Marcia Bilyue signed and authorization for her medical information to be released
concerning this inquiry.  The signed release is attached to her audio recorded statement in
IGIIS.  IR# 15-5563/1.

In the April 1, 2015 email from Mr. Steve Bilyue to the Chief Inspector General’s Office, Mr. Bilyue
provided the following in part:

“Re: Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC# 51675 (E51675)

Hello, I write you concerning cruel and unusual punishment of an inmate, for fear for her
life.  The civil rights restricted under correction do not extend to deprivation of natural
rights of health and threat to life.  Please look into these matters of extraordinary concern.
 I have provided durable power of attorney, hospital requests forms and letters of
explanation to patch the omitted authorities to accomplish these competent ordered
treatments that are medically necessary to be restored to her.  Every attempt has been
thwarted, by personalities, rules, and run around all styled by and to continued omission.
The details that I have don’t matter if we can get these authorities and ordered treatments
restored timely to her condition and survival.  I am gravely concerned for her survival to
reach her appeal. 

I am deeply concerned but for the denials of medical treatment – competently ordered by
physicians for medicines and therapy, to restore Marcia’s loss to health and save
extremities from irreparable damage due to apathy.

Facility Question – Medical needs NOT MET

Forward to Inspector General
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Marcia Ann Bilyue is currently in custody at Florida Women’s Reception Center, 3700
N.W. 111th Place, Ocala, Florida 34482.

Cruel and Unusual Punishments Assessments of Natural rights denied and deprived,
alternative to civil rights with her under ordered correction – violating unalienable rights
distinguished in Article 2, paragraph five, Constitution, substantially.”

Note:  Within the above described document, it appears that Mr. Bilyue pasted or otherwise
provided medical records presumed to be created prior to Inmate Bilyue’s incarceration within
the Department of Corrections.  Within these medical records, it appears that Mr. Bilyue or
someone else has made notes/questions concerning the following needs.

 Neuralgia Medicine denied
 Seizure Medicine denied
 Insulin’s denied
 Necessary assistance denied resulting in frequent falls
 Poor vision
 Needs special diet

Department records reflect that Inmate Bilyue was initially received by the Florida Department of
Corrections on February 18, 2015 and received an initial intake medical examination on this
same date, with additional examinations in the days that followed.

On April 10, 2015, Inspector Supervisor Joseph Hamner forwarded Mr. Bilyue’s complaint
information to the Department’s Chief Health Officer’s Office.  On this same date, Ms. E. Harvey
directed for the inmate’s medical information to be forwarded from the institution to her office for
review by the Chief Health Officer.  In an email thread received on April 13, 2015, it is indicated
that Assistant Secretary of Health Services Olugbenga Ogunsanwo reviewed Inmate Bilyue’s
medical records and determined that she was receiving acceptable medical care.

In a sworn, recorded statement obtained on April 21, 2015, Inmate Marcia Bilyue DC# E51675
indicated the following:

Steve Bilyue is her husband and he sent a letter on her behalf. Inmate Bilyue was asked
about some of the specific medical complaints her husband raised in the letter. Inmate
Bilyue indicated while she has been in state prison, she has been denied heart
medication, blood thinners and nerve pain medication (Neurontin and Gabapentin).

Inmate Bilyue indicated she was currently receiving insulin and seizure medication.
Inmate Bilyue denied needing assistance with any dressings. Inmate Bilyue denied
needing assistance for bathing and indicated her housing unit was equipped with
handicapped shower accessibility. Inmate Bilyue indicated she needed help walking, but
was assigned a wheelchair and had an assigned wheelchair pusher.
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Inmate Bilyue indicated since she has been in prison, she went to a hospital for a
physical therapy consultation. Inmate Bilyue denied falling. Inmate Bilyue indicated she
was currently on a 2800 calorie diet.  Inmate Bilyue indicated she was in a car accident in
1988 and sustained brain damage from the accident. Inmate Bilyue indicated there was
no medication or treatment that could be given to her to bring back her memory. 

At the time of her statement Inmate Bilyue was wearing eyeglasses, speaking clearly and
sitting in a wheelchair. Inmate Bilyue was assigned an inmate wheel chair pusher or
assistant and did not have to wheel herself around on her own.

Inmate Bilyue indicated some of what her husband put in the letter was part of the
discharge paperwork/orders from prior medical attention.

In a sworn, recorded statement Obtained on April 23, 2015, Mr. Steve Bilyue indicated the
following:

Mr. Bilyue indicated the cruel and unusual punishment he brought up in his letter had
nothing to do with his wife’s civil rights; it was in reference to a violation of her natural
rights. Mr. Bilyue indicated his wife’s natural rights were the right to breathe, life and her
health not to be put in danger.

Mr. Bilyue indicated the list of medications and treatments he attached to his letters were
old orders from a previous medical evaluation. Mr. Bilyue indicated the therapies he
alleged were denied to his wife in the letter were in reference to therapies that were
ordered during a previous medical evaluation. Mr. Bilyue indicated the prison was not
giving his wife any heart medication. Mr. Bilyue indicated his wife was being denied
medication for Neuralgia.

Mr. Bilyue indicated his wife was getting insulin, but it was not the particular name of
insulin that was ordered in a previous medical order. Mr. Bilyue indicated his wife was
now receiving seizure medication. Mr. Bilyue could not give specific details of what he
meant by the “necessary assistance denied” allegation of his letter.  Mr. Bilyue indicated
his wife was supposed to be on some type of special diet because she was a diabetic,
but was being denied the special diet.

Mr. Bilyue seemed to indicate or allege that if his wife was not under some type of one on
one or individualized care, that her rights were somehow being violated. Mr. Bilyue
indicated he wanted the medical orders from Winter Park Hospital followed for his wife’s
treatment.

On April 26, 2015, Mr. Steve Bilyue sent an email to the Office of the Chief Inspector General.
The email appeared to be a follow-up statement or clarification to the sworn interview given by
Mr. Bilyue to Inspector Allen in reference to this complaint.  In the email, Mr. Bilyue also appeared
to make a complaint or allegations related to a court case and issues with an attorney (Issues
not under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections.)  In the correspondence, Mr. Bilyue
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cited three grand mal seizers his wife, Inmate Marcie Ann Bilyue DC# E51675, had in 2002.
Inmate Bilyue was not incarcerated in the Florida Department of Corrections until 2/18/2015. In
the email Mr. Bilyue made the following points:

 Inmate Bilyue is a diabetic and not on a diabetic diet.

 Doctor Ismael Acevedo from Winter Park Hospital ordered therapies and
medication (prior to incarceration) for Inmate Bilyue that are not being followed. The
orders he is citing appear to be from a discharge order from previous medical
treatment Inmate Bilyue received.

 Mr. Bilyue indicated the Winter Park Hospital records were given to the public
defender’s office as part of Inmate Bilyue’s trial record.

 Mr. Bilyue discussed Inmate Bilyue’s court case, the jury decision and probable
cause used by the Casselberry Police Department.

There did not appear to be any new information provided in this email that was not already being
addressed.

The following are Mr. Bilyue’s complaints and the results of the investigation into the complaints:

 Mr. Bilyue indicated the cruel and unusual punishment he brought up in his letter had
nothing to do with his wife’s civil rights, but were in reference to a violation of her natural
rights. Mr. Bilyue indicated his wife’s natural rights were the right to breathe, life and her
health not to be put in danger. There has been no indication Inmate Bilyue’s right to life;
breathing and health have been violated.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife is not receiving heart medication. Inmate Bilyue is not receiving
heart medication at this time. The Transfer Summary from County Jail dated 2/18/2015
does not reflect that Inmate Bilyue was taking heart medication at the county jail either. A
Department of Corrections Physical Examination on 2/23/2015 documented that the
inmate had a heart condition four years ago, there is no indication for treatment because
the inmate has no symptoms (asymptomatic). EKG completed on 3/11/2015 was
normal.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife is not receiving medication for Neuralgia. Neuralgia is “pain
along the course of a nerve”. On 4/7/2015, Inmate Bilyue was seen by the Physical
Therapist who documented that she had “left lower extremity pain secondary to
Neuralgia”. Inmate Bilyue was and is prescribed Sulindac 200mg by mouth two times
daily for pain. Physical Therapy was also recommended. Inmate Bilyue is receiving
Physical Therapy with the goal to improve range of motions and to strengthen right upper
and lower extremities as recommended by the Physical Therapist. Inmate Bilyue has
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been sent for physical therapy while in the Florida Department of Corrections’ custody
and has physical therapy appointments scheduled for the following dates: 5/27, 5/29, 6/1,
6/4, 6/9, 6/12, 6/15, 6/17.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife is not receiving seizure medication or insulin. By her own
admission, Inmate Bilyue is receiving seizure medication.  Department records reflect
that Inmate Bilyue is receiving Humulin N two times daily and Humulin R as needed
based on her blood sugar levels (by finger sticks). County jail paper indicated that she
was on Novolin NPH two times daily and Novolin R as needed based on her blood sugar
levels (by finger sticks). Both Novolin NPH and Humulin N belong to the same group of
Insulins called isophane insulins, they are manufactured by two different companies.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife is a diabetic and not receiving the proper diet. Inmate Bilyue is
currently on 2800 calorie-regulated diet which is appropriate for patients with diabetes.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife has poor vision. Inmate Bilyue currently has eye glasses.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged his wife has difficulty moving on her own and needs assistance
walking. Inmate Bilyue has been assigned a wheelchair and a wheelchair pusher/inmate
assistant.

 Mr. Bilyue alleged that his wife should be receiving one on one care.  Inmates
incarcerated by the Department of Corrections receive care through the healthcare
contractor Corizon Health.  Inmates can request medical care in multiple ways.  To
receive medical care, inmates can use an inmate request form to request care, sign up
for sick call or declare a medical emergency.  In any of these instances, the inmate is
evaluated by a medical professional (Nurse or Doctor) one on one such as is done at any
medical center outside of the prison system.  HIPPA laws would not allow medical staff
to treat more than one inmate at a time.  As far as having a medical professional
assigned to only the care of Inmate Bilyue, this is not feasible and is not a standard of
treatment in any prison system or other public medical healthcare provider. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the information gathered during this inquiry, it is the recommendation of Inspector
David Allen, this inquiry be closed with no further Inspector General action at this time. It appears
Inmate Bilyue is receiving adequate medical treatment for her complaints.

I, Inspector David Allen, do hereby swear or affirm, under penalty of perjury:

 That I have read the foregoing document and, to the best of my knowledge, information,
and belief, the facts stated therein are true and accurate;
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 That, to the best of my personal knowledge, information, and belief, I have not knowingly
or willfully deprived, or allowed another to deprive, the subject of the investigation of any
of the rights contained in § 112.532 and 112.533, Florida Statutes; and

 That the inquiry was conducted in compliance with the Quality Standards for
Investigations found within the Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General.



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Complaint judicial threat to life without cause
Date: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 9:13:29 AM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message Body: (407)252-7576
From: Steve Bilyue, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue  <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

 Affidavit and claims of information, and request for intervention and help to save my wife's life; and request to
 remove bias and prejidice judge for fear of having not received a fair trial; and fear of filing other necessary request
 documents. 14 October 2014.

Copy sent to:
Judicial Qualifications Commission
Address - Post Office Box 14106, Tallahassee, Florida 32317
Phone - (850) 488-1581
Email - contact@floridajqc.com
To whom or any American it may concern:

Trial nor sentencing should be in the hands of a judge with gross error over the volition he has misapplied to a case.

There is a volition that exists between your thoughts and your choices that is measured by your will that establishes
 your intent restrained only by your understanding or what you allow yourself to understand. There is where you
 establish your appropriate or the inappropriateness of your volition for your neighbor when it affects and impacts
 them in damage when, for the consideration of what you should do or what you should step to restrain yourself
 from doing.

When a judge has notice that the defendant is admitted and hospitalized he knows or should know or expect that
 corporal action against the defendant may become a detraction and increase to further damage to their health
 response to treatment.

Whereas that judge should and must restrain action against them for the impact at that time that corporal action
 against the defendant may be a detraction and further damage unecessarily upon the condition of the defendant’s
 health that she is subjected to at that time.

This is able to be found true especially when the judge has knowledge of her history impacting the proceedings of
 having been takennecessarily away from proceedings temporarily by the impracticability cause by her health and
 out of her control for incidents of hospitalization experienced across the course of the case, such as this that has
 continued over four and a half years.

For this cause it is necessary and expedient that this judge must be removed and stopped from killing my wife; for
 this cause it is necessary and expedient that hye not be allowed to upset her health response and continue treatment
 unobstructed, whereby his own testimony in the case and from the bench he has stated, ‘I don’t beleave she is going
 anywhere.’



Whether the judge is aware or not, by required volition he is to take cognizance observation accord judgment and
 spring from prudent understanding, not being reactionary, as he had prior knowledge and notice in her
 hospitalization of evidense to the effect of the defendant health detraction or doctors normally would not have
 found it necessary to admit her.

And he had ample cause to watch and guard rights and procedure respectively, for the Acts of the court he is
 charged with first for the defendant under our Constitution.

In that duty his descretion is charged not to issue but stay the bench warrant consideration till assessment is revealed
 in such as this case for due cautions that volition requires and is the first potential notice to the public by the second
 witness is the rights and procedure advacate for as controller of the court in each case to keep order.

If a fallen soldier in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own (A), in rights of cause, is bleeding out from
 secondary damage circumstance; and you (B), a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary, are trying to stop
 the bleeding, would any reasonable and prudent person can consider rights and law respectively that it can be
 found  appropriate that the stopping of the bleeding assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the
 ministerial Act to award prudence to the expectation you (B) can petion or motion or at least even expect it prudent
 and viable for another fellow soldier (C) to stop an enemy (D) from continuing to have access by whatever means is
 available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increased, to the victim (A) or to the minister (B) in the
 interest that the plight of the victim (A) not be worsened when the enemy (D) has exibited one or more Acts already
 to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second worseni!
 ng and increased damage, beyond what was already present and has set the expectation in place that irreparable
 damage, to a third worsening and increased damage, likely may ensue  if that enemy (D) branded by his actions, in
 the secondary damage place, as such treatment, whether that enemy (D) that Acts of furthering damage has the hold
 on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of enemy (D) in relation to the interests of and to the
 victim or further Acts of that enemy to stop, at least and until mending healing and more level considerations
 representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then move from finding of that safety.

Similarly, that is parallel in essence to

If the defendant has fallen in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own to seizure requirements and
 medication to combat them aggrivated or caused by pain of neuralgia shocks streaming across lines of origin to
 termination points complained of across the rear upper head area the top and sides only from May of 2014 through
 to 9 October 2014 and exclusively not in the face, cheek or front of her head, then in the fear of potentially life
 threatening danger of the increases coinsiding with the steps at issue of my complaint for caution restraint and state
 advacacy to acknowledge there is a possible danger of irreparable damage concerned in my complaint herein.

If on new knowledge has had happen to her hearing of an Act of the trial judge Kenneth Lester of which has issued a
 bench warrant even after being informed that she is hospitalized; and from and at that time she has begun having
 the new onset of symptoms of the face and cheek on the front of her head peculiar to not having that before with the
 other symptoms, then further damage is being caused by the stressors of the hearing of that as affect of gross and
 grave indescretion on the part of the judge in combination of and with the experience she was afected in her health
 and emotionally that after she and I experienced a similar gross and grave indescretion when Scott Sterling (who
 was supposed to be on her side and her defense counsel) lied to the judge on direct question of evidence and
 secondary damage circumstance appears to be from affect of hearing condescension and disregard to the
 defendant’s need in her health but for the hearing of the bench warrant.

Tthat the bench warrant news has disturbed and worsened the hapless health by reason or at least corrolation of the
 Act of issuing the bench warrant under her health condition and in the wake of the fear already generated from
 Sterling’s lie.

By stress of hearing of new knowledge increase to the damage to health has happened but for the high handed
 unnecessary nature of the bench warrant when she was not going anywhere, instead of the improvement that
 happened before her hearing of the bench warrant that we had first hopes in possibly rectifying when the pain of the
 neuralgia shocks had been lessened as she reported her experience for the time after Dr. David, the neurologist from



 Miami, had put her on the Lamotrigine, seizure medicine. And all other hospitalizations since the experiences onset
 since May 2014 had not had any success with the symptoms other than the Lamotrigine; and no emotional relief
 had been given by revelation of anyone identifying the problem with the name neuralia in all that time, except for
 finding four or five people on line who had reports of the same symptoms, but no one revealed any name for further
 research to solve or treat the problem in all that time.

When Dr. David revealed the considered name, on that suggestion we looked on line under that name and found
 reports materials and description that is identical to what she has been experiencing. Hope abounded from there for
 her when we shared those findings.

Then the news of the bench warrant came to her and the change happened then where she was not only experiencing
 the other pains but new symptoms happened that she complained of deteriorating that as her health and her
 demeanor swiped into fear and aprehension thay as it was observed all together upon her emotional state and on her
 health with increased symptoms I believe and any reasonable person would believe uncalled for and unnecessary
 nature of the bench warrant is constructively damaging to her health and well being and is denying the respect to
 allow treatment opportunity for health response to gain improvement.

In rights of that cause of mending existing damage of Marcia as the hapless victim in her health I am her only
 advocate available to step in again of where a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary trying to stop the
 current secondary damage beyond what a doctor was finally found to help the primary damage in this issue of her
 complaint and my own under conditions any reasonable and prudent person can consider importance of rights and
 law; and it can be found  appropriate that the stopping of the current damage assigns necessity to give cause to
 appropriateness to the ministerial Act to stave off further irreparable and possible damage by aggrivation
 impracticability to her health response needed to have opportunity to improve unopposed to award prudence to this
 and anything and anyone for expectation petion or motion or at least even expecting it prudent and viable for for
 another to stop the person threatening to the defendant to make the defendant’s emotional t!
 he condition worse affecting her physical condition, and to stop an existing beligerant person from continuing to
 have access to  by whatever means, not limited to but including removing the judge from her case for bias and
 prejudice, otherwise he is available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increase to that victim.

This cause assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the ministerial Act to award prudence to the
 expectation for and to the minister, as yet only myself, to help the interest that the plight of the victim not be
 worsened, when the the person threatening to make her worse in the element of the standing bench warrant that the
 existing damage has already evidence to have done so.

The judge has exibited one or more Acts already to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second
 worsening and increased damage, beyond what was already present, in the primary hapless health condition.

And the judge has set the expectation in place that irreparable damage, to a third worsening and increased damage
 state likely may ensue  if that beligerant branded by his actions, as such treatment is allowed to continue inaffect
 against her in the secondary damage condition toward a third, whether that beligerant believes he Acts of furthering
 damage has the hold on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Conclusive for acknowledgement, necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of beligerant to the
 rights and law for the victim or further Acts of that beligerant to be put to a stop, at least and until mending healing
 and more level consideratini persons representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then
 move from finding of safety.

And whereas there is evidence that Scott Sterling has lied on direct question from the judge, there is evidence that
 proper volition is not or may not be taken by the judge and the court in the defendant’s behalf in the error of
 construction of improper volition is being exibited and taken in the court by the public defender and the judge
 against my wife’s substantive rights.

And if it is found and is true, all authority should be given any agent in behalf of the substantive right of my wife
 and her health both personal and civil under the threat to stop action against my wife's health.

On this basis and in our union of marriage where I have right to interplead for her protection, for her help, as if to



 stop the bleeding.

Please offer your gifts and calling to save my wife's life. 

I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, afirm that I am of a sound mind and this statement of information, and request for
 intervention and help to save my wife's life is true and not misleading and for that truthfulness I submit to the pain
 and penalty of perjury.

 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue as and for

Marcia Ann Bilyue

Address - 1410 Easton way Casselberry Florida , Florida 32707
Phone - (407)252-7576
Email - 1corxi19mn@gmail.com
And - arcticwolftreasures@gmail.com



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Current is farce of a trial; and pending appeal held in abeyance, Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue, trial court case No.

 2009CF005661A; Fifth DCA Case No. 5D14-3241.
Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014 2:04:59 AM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message Body: ---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Steve Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>
Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014
Subject: Current is farce of a trial; and pending appeal held in abeyance, Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue, trial court case
 No. 2009CF005661A; Fifth DCA Case No. 5D14-3241.
To: Personal New Name-1 <matxxiii39@gmail.com>

Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue. (Cases No. Below).
And I was thinking that among some of the things never produced into evidence are answers to these questions:
1) Who matched up the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the alleged purchases?
Because I was thinking back that the court has never shown this has it?
2) And dod the alleged card's numbers match from the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the
 alleged purchases?
3) Were the numbers ever produced to the court to show the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of
 the alleged purchases?
4) What were the alleged credit card's numbers on the cards alleged as evidence to the card's numbers of the alleged
 purchases? And what were the credit card numbers of the purchases? And do those match and can they be shown to
 match?
5) As a matter of fact if the numbers do not match, the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the
 alleged purchases, then this whole time arresting the life of Marcia held to this case for four and a half plus years
 has been malicious prosecution and gross neglect of research and fact finding due prior to burden of calling of
 information to initiate and file a case to the court and alleging against the defendant has it been or has it not been as
 so stated?
6) if there is no match of the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the alleged purchases, then it is
 no better than that the showing as establishing that there is no evidence but gross circumstantial and loose evidence
 and not material in isolation of any factual connection to an intent to do harm by the defendant?
*Case alleged, where some stole my wife's identity and used her identity to steel another persons identity. Where
 during the course of a hearing the officer's answer to a question of why didn't you investigate anyone else was, 'I
 had her.'
Contact information to help us: (407)252-7576. (407)699-1548.
Current is farce of a trial; and pending appeal held in abeyance, Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue, trial court case No.
 2009CF005661A; Fifth DCA Case No. 5D14-3241.



From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Jeb Bush
Subject: Ensure Healthy Reefs for Florida"s Future
Date: Sunday, August 07, 2005 4:02:30 AM

Aug 7, 2005

Governor Jeb Bush
Executive Office of the Governor
400 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL  32399-0001

Dear Governor  Bush,

As your constituent and a concerned citizen, I urge you to vote in favor of
the Management Agreement for Dry Tortugas National Park on August 9th, and to
ensure that the 46 square nautical miles of Research Natural Areas are included
as zones fully protected from all fishing and other extractive use.

Florida’s Tortugas Marine Reserve is one of the world’s most significant coral
conservation areas, and is essential for protecting the health of our least-spoiled
reefs and helping replenish depleted fish populations.  The shallow-water habitats
in Dry Tortugas National Park’s proposed Research Natural Areas must be protected
in order for the reserve to generate these fishery and conservation benefits.

I am proud to live in a state where fishermen, scientists, conservationists,
and others came together to design a marine reserve with benefits for everyone.
I hope that you will honor their hard work and unanimous agreement by upholding
the original plan for the Tortugas Reserve, and by approving the fully-protected
Research Natural Areas in Florida’s Management Agreement with the park.

This plan still leaves more than half of the park available for recreational
fishing, while helping ensure that there will still be healthy corals and fish
populations for future generations of Florida residents and visitors.

Thank you for your attention to this request.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Marcia Bilyue CPA
1410 Easton Way
Casselberry, FL 32707-3704
USA
booksbymousey@cfl rr.com



From: Gonzalez, Lourdes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: [Spam:******* SpamScore] judicial threat to life without cause complaint
Date: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 9:13:40 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Charles Bilyue [mailto:1corxi19mn@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 9:06 AM
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] judicial threat to life without cause complaint

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: (407)252-7576
From: Steve Bilyue, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue  <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

 Affidavit and claims of information, and request for intervention and help to save my wife's life; and request to
 remove bias and prejidice judge for fear of having not received a fair trial; and fear of filing other necessary request
 documents. 14 October 2014.

Address:
Address - Post Office Box 14106, Tallahassee, Florida 32317 Phone - (850) 488-1581 Email -
 contact@floridajqc.com To whom or any American it may concern:

Trial nor sentencing should be in the hands of a judge with gross error over the volition he has misapplied to a case.

There is a volition that exists between your thoughts and your choices that is measured by your will that establishes
 your intent restrained only by your understanding or what you allow yourself to understand. There is where you
 establish your appropriate or the inappropriateness of your volition for your neighbor when it affects and impacts
 them in damage when, for the consideration of what you should do or what you should step to restrain yourself
 from doing.

When a judge has notice that the defendant is admitted and hospitalized he knows or should know or expect that
 corporal action against the defendant may become a detraction and increase to further damage to their health
 response to treatment.

Whereas that judge should and must restrain action against them for the impact at that time that corporal action
 against the defendant may be a detraction and further damage unecessarily upon the condition of the defendant’s
 health that she is subjected to at that time.

This is able to be found true especially when the judge has knowledge of her history impacting the proceedings of
 having been takennecessarily away from proceedings temporarily by the impracticability cause by her health and
 out of her control for incidents of hospitalization experienced across the course of the case, such as this that has
 continued over four and a half years.



For this cause it is necessary and expedient that this judge must be removed and stopped from killing my wife; for
 this cause it is necessary and expedient that hye not be allowed to upset her health response and continue treatment
 unobstructed, whereby his own testimony in the case and from the bench he has stated, ‘I don’t beleave she is going
 anywhere.’

Whether the judge is aware or not, by required volition he is to take cognizance observation accord judgment and
 spring from prudent understanding, not being reactionary, as he had prior knowledge and notice in her
 hospitalization of evidense to the effect of the defendant health detraction or doctors normally would not have
 found it necessary to admit her.

And he had ample cause to watch and guard rights and procedure respectively, for the Acts of the court he is
 charged with first for the defendant under our Constitution.

In that duty his descretion is charged not to issue but stay the bench warrant consideration till assessment is revealed
 in such as this case for due cautions that volition requires and is the first potential notice to the public by the second
 witness is the rights and procedure advacate for as controller of the court in each case to keep order.

If a fallen soldier in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own (A), in rights of cause, is bleeding out from
 secondary damage circumstance; and you (B), a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary, are trying to stop
 the bleeding, would any reasonable and prudent person can consider rights and law respectively that it can be
 found  appropriate that the stopping of the bleeding assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the
 ministerial Act to award prudence to the expectation you (B) can petion or motion or at least even expect it prudent
 and viable for another fellow soldier (C) to stop an enemy (D) from continuing to have access by whatever means is
 available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increased, to the victim (A) or to the minister (B) in the
 interest that the plight of the victim (A) not be worsened when the enemy (D) has exibited one or more Acts already
 to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second worseni!
 ng and increased damage, beyond what was already present and has set the expectation in place that irreparable
 damage, to a third worsening and increased damage, likely may ensue  if that enemy (D) branded by his actions, in
 the secondary damage place, as such treatment, whether that enemy (D) that Acts of furthering damage has the hold
 on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of enemy (D) in relation to the interests of and to the
 victim or further Acts of that enemy to stop, at least and until mending healing and more level considerations
 representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then move from finding of that safety.

Similarly, that is parallel in essence to

If the defendant has fallen in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own to seizure requirements and
 medication to combat them aggrivated or caused by pain of neuralgia shocks streaming across lines of origin to
 termination points complained of across the rear upper head area the top and sides only from May of 2014 through
 to 9 October 2014 and exclusively not in the face, cheek or front of her head, then in the fear of potentially life
 threatening danger of the increases coinsiding with the steps at issue of my complaint for caution restraint and state
 advacacy to acknowledge there is a possible danger of irreparable damage concerned in my complaint herein.

If on new knowledge has had happen to her hearing of an Act of the trial judge Kenneth Lester of which has issued a
 bench warrant even after being informed that she is hospitalized; and from and at that time she has begun having
 the new onset of symptoms of the face and cheek on the front of her head peculiar to not having that before with the
 other symptoms, then further damage is being caused by the stressors of the hearing of that as affect of gross and
 grave indescretion on the part of the judge in combination of and with the experience she was afected in her health
 and emotionally that after she and I experienced a similar gross and grave indescretion when Scott Sterling (who
 was supposed to be on her side and her defense counsel) lied to the judge on direct question of evidence and
 secondary damage circumstance appears to be from affect of hearing condescension and disregard to the
 defendant’s need in her health but for the hearing of the bench warrant.

Tthat the bench warrant news has disturbed and worsened the hapless health by reason or at least corrolation of the
 Act of issuing the bench warrant under her health condition and in the wake of the fear already generated from
 Sterling’s lie.



By stress of hearing of new knowledge increase to the damage to health has happened but for the high handed
 unnecessary nature of the bench warrant when she was not going anywhere, instead of the improvement that
 happened before her hearing of the bench warrant that we had first hopes in possibly rectifying when the pain of the
 neuralgia shocks had been lessened as she reported her experience for the time after Dr. David, the neurologist from
 Miami, had put her on the Lamotrigine, seizure medicine. And all other hospitalizations since the experiences onset
 since May 2014 had not had any success with the symptoms other than the Lamotrigine; and no emotional relief
 had been given by revelation of anyone identifying the problem with the name neuralia in all that time, except for
 finding four or five people on line who had reports of the same symptoms, but no one revealed any name for further
 research to solve or treat the problem in all that time.

When Dr. David revealed the considered name, on that suggestion we looked on line under that name and found
 reports materials and description that is identical to what she has been experiencing. Hope abounded from there for
 her when we shared those findings.

Then the news of the bench warrant came to her and the change happened then where she was not only experiencing
 the other pains but new symptoms happened that she complained of deteriorating that as her health and her
 demeanor swiped into fear and aprehension thay as it was observed all together upon her emotional state and on her
 health with increased symptoms I believe and any reasonable person would believe uncalled for and unnecessary
 nature of the bench warrant is constructively damaging to her health and well being and is denying the respect to
 allow treatment opportunity for health response to gain improvement.

In rights of that cause of mending existing damage of Marcia as the hapless victim in her health I am her only
 advocate available to step in again of where a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary trying to stop the
 current secondary damage beyond what a doctor was finally found to help the primary damage in this issue of her
 complaint and my own under conditions any reasonable and prudent person can consider importance of rights and
 law; and it can be found  appropriate that the stopping of the current damage assigns necessity to give cause to
 appropriateness to the ministerial Act to stave off further irreparable and possible damage by aggrivation
 impracticability to her health response needed to have opportunity to improve unopposed to award prudence to this
 and anything and anyone for expectation petion or motion or at least even expecting it prudent and viable for for
 another to stop the person threatening to the defendant to make the defendant’s emotional t!
 he condition worse affecting her physical condition, and to stop an existing beligerant person from continuing to
 have access to  by whatever means, not limited to but including removing the judge from her case for bias and
 prejudice, otherwise he is available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increase to that victim.

This cause assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the ministerial Act to award prudence to the
 expectation for and to the minister, as yet only myself, to help the interest that the plight of the victim not be
 worsened, when the the person threatening to make her worse in the element of the standing bench warrant that the
 existing damage has already evidence to have done so.

The judge has exibited one or more Acts already to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second
 worsening and increased damage, beyond what was already present, in the primary hapless health condition.

And the judge has set the expectation in place that irreparable damage, to a third worsening and increased damage
 state likely may ensue  if that beligerant branded by his actions, as such treatment is allowed to continue inaffect
 against her in the secondary damage condition toward a third, whether that beligerant believes he Acts of furthering
 damage has the hold on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Conclusive for acknowledgement, necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of beligerant to the
 rights and law for the victim or further Acts of that beligerant to be put to a stop, at least and until mending healing
 and more level consideratini persons representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then
 move from finding of safety.

And whereas there is evidence that Scott Sterling has lied on direct question from the judge, there is evidence that
 proper volition is not or may not be taken by the judge and the court in the defendant’s behalf in the error of
 construction of improper volition is being exibited and taken in the court by the public defender and the judge
 against my wife’s substantive rights.



And if it is found and is true, all authority should be given any agent in behalf of the substantive right of my wife
 and her health both personal and civil under the threat to stop action against my wife's health.

On this basis and in our union of marriage where I have right to interplead for her protection, for her help, as if to
 stop the bleeding.

Please offer your gifts and calling to save my wife's life. 

I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, afirm that I am of a sound mind and this statement of information, and request for
 intervention and help to save my wife's life is true and not misleading and for that truthfulness I submit to the pain
 and penalty of perjury.

 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue as and for

Marcia Ann Bilyue

Address - 1410 Easton way Casselberry Florida , Florida 32707 Phone - (407)252-7576 Email -
 1corxi19mn@gmail.com And - arcticwolftreasures@gmail.com
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From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: For our state and nation
Date: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:12:46 PM

From: Marcia Bilyue <arcticwolftreasures@gmail.com>

Governor Scott,

I hope you will join Texas governor Rick Perry at the A Response prayer gathering in Houston on August 6.
 Governor Perry sent you an invitation recently.

If you cannot attend, would you issue a proclamation recognizing August 6 as a Day of Prayer and Fasting for Our
 Nation.

Thank you for your consideration.  Marcia Bilyue



From: arcticwolftreasures@cfl.rr.com
To: Governor Charlie Crist
Subject: Halt state funding for the construction of the new Bay County airport
Date: Monday, August 13, 2007 8:37:01 PM

Governor Charlie Crist
The Capitol
400 So. Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Dear Governor Crist,

I urge you to halt state funding for the construction of a new
airport in Bay County. Not only did a majority of voters in Bay
County reject the proposal to relocate the regional airport to a
remote area, but the existing airport is actually operating
below capacity. In fact, the Federal Aviation Administration has
said that the benefits of building the new airport are minimal
in relation to the costs, which are expected to exceed $331
million.

Construction of the new airport would destroy wetlands and
streams in the headwaters of West Bay, harming one of our
state's natural treasures. The Florida Department of
Transportation has pledged $120 million Florida taxpayer dollars
to subsidize this unnecessary and harmful project -- and $40
million of that has already been wasted. The agency has also
made $25 million in State Infrastructure Bank loans available.

Please stop the flow of state funds to this risky and
environmentally unsound project.

Sincerely,
Marcia bilyue
1410 easton way
Casselberry,, FL 32707



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help save both the life of my wife, substantial rights; and the application of the law.
Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:09:49 PM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message Body: In The Circuit Court Of Florida, Eighteenth Judicial Circuit, In And For Seminole County,
STATE OF FLORIDA, Plaintiff,  vs.  MARCIA ANN BILYUE, Defendant.
Trial Court, Case No. 2009CF005661A
Fifth DCA Case, No.: 5D14-3241
To any American it may concern,
Not to be overlooked, please notice and help save both the life of my wife, substantial rights; and the application of
 the law.
The effects and affects of amnesia, Chiari malformation, and sticking valve impact must settle this case, if it can be
 said that my wife was to be allowed her defense and guaranteed counsel.
Willfully all matter and effects, affects, and rulings have sought by every construction to overlook memory loss,
 sticking values, and finally Chiari one malformation. Is it a respecter of persons that singles out one to be treated
 high handed at the butt of added insult and injury of the state since calling this case? And there is room for
 humanizing the law for grace in real and legitimate causes.
Does that deserve the butt of a rifle? Who do they think they are to step out of their authority and duty to order?
 She’s been under the butt since loss of memory.
As silent as her disease of her memory loss, of sticking valves, of Chiari one malformation, my proximity as witness
 due to imbalance of rules in monopoly constriction instead of careful regulation is; with that of sticking values that
 result in loss of 48 years of memories, that silence reserves the high hand treatment of overlook, disregard,
 withholding judgment due the poor, laying down rule to displace the disenfranchised of their rights, the setting up
 of belligerents in official positions to shine light to their misdeed, against the poor, that Providence be established
 that good rule for society instead of lack of volition and abuse.
That abuse make way is cause for humanizing a grace maybe regulated but not constricted in the law for the
 humanizing paths for Love, approval, kindness, maxims, understanding, and give a society of our peers worth
 handing down to our succeeding generations, remembering what societies have been less of a success. The red
 stripes are the sacrifices not for when life, liberty, honor, and life’s pursuits have been lost but for in this case for
 life to be saved even quality of life!
Are we yet in favor of both life and its quality to be saved?
With my wife I have had a ringside seat to watch the palpable abuses silenced, lacks in volition, and abuse of these
 silent diseases only to find monopoly of the idea that  layman cannot be witness when “Professionals” are served
 there when they can have so limited clinical exposure.
If anything needs to be palpable it is the humanizing of the law, as a public interest, to be in keeping that these silent
 diseases have voice and awareness have representation as the handicap they both be and be from treatment of
 willful refusal to consider or understand raised and due liberty be restored and preserved for my wife and people
 like her!
Please consider what of your gifts and calling, your position and your place, you might give, to stop one standard
 red stripe from being let be condescended to be just another loss, to the remedy in this cause.



From: Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please consider the case of my wife and her grand mal seizure
Date: Saturday, July 02, 2011 10:30:36 PM

From: Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

Rick Scott
The Capitol Building, 7th Floor, Suite 705
Tallahassee FL 32399-0001

Hello Sir,
I am a Citizen in the State of Florida; and my wife is as well.
I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, Steve, am helping claim as and for Marcia Ann Bilyue, Marcia, my wife in
 marriage as she is me in marriage, a legal merge of entities into one in certain legal rights and privileges, as I
 intimately know her; and that is true by a long train of time, thirty years. This merge of entities into one is unusual
 to most contracts; but it stands older than all the antecedent laws this republican form of government is and has
 been formed to protect. We voted for you too. And my wife deserves a defense; but what defense will she have if
 the judge won’t allow diminished capacity to be brought up before the jury, just because some time in the past
 Florida decided that diminished capacity is no longer a defense. Scott Sterling, the Public Defender, told us this;
 and he told us that Florida only allows the finding that she is insane or not. That denies my wife the right to a
 defense.
My wife got hit by a grand mal seizure in July, 2002; and just the other day, coming out of Seminole County
 Courthouse from talking with her Public defender, she was saying, riding home from her Public defender I had
 occasion to hear her crying, “no one knows what it has been like the last eight, nine years when people treat me like
 I am lying; and the last two years, no one believing me.”
My wife is about eight years old in memories, because at that grand mal seizure she lost 48 years of her memory.
She may look and talk like she appears an adult, but she is put in her position today because of judgment calls she
 was inexperienced for and a technical exposure to emails and internet she was not ready for, just because mercenary
 people roam the internet looking for marks just like her.
Justice would be keeping a crime file open till the real perpetrators were found; not scapegoating someone, just to
 close a case, that is the disenfranchised like my wife.
We just the other day got the records from the Florida Hospital that show the corroboration of doctor’s reports with
 Marcia’s amnesia and the causes from the malformed growths on her heart valves; that the reports describe one
 valve deformation as a “leaflet” and the other valve with growths that the report calls “trileaflets”.
Please give this case your attention, because all this time has gone on terrorizing my wife, going on to two years;
 and her believing in her Public Defender, that only now near the end of this two year course going on before the
 trial the Public Defender finally tells us that diminished capacity is no longer a defense.
He knew all this time we were talking or at least I have been talking to him about how she is only like eight years
 old, in how her capacity is to understand by the experience of her young memories.
She has not talked to him so much, because she is more simple and less likely to see but for what I am here to
 explain to her.
She is very helpful for people in her ministry; and once she asked me about someone asking her to help them; while
 she helps others like the wolf cause in Alaska and the wolf cause Oklahoma, I said to her, if it was not going to hurt
 her or someone else she should, accordingly with Proverbs 3: 27; where Proverbs 3:27 (KJV) says, Withhold not
 good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power of thine hand to do it.
When she got her public defender assigned to her, I told her to trust him; was I wrong?
She can understand things just as much as any eight year old and maybe more, because adults talk to her, because to
 look and talk to her she appears to them an adult for her physical age not her mental age.
When the issue in court supposedly came up, Marcia was only six years from her grand mal seizure; and her ability
 to navigate cautiously among vexation of mercenary veterans that found her there; and she was no match.
I never thought of how devastating it was, that she was open to these predator characters to find her on the internet,
 like that before; I knew it was plenty devastating for both her and us her family for her ability to watch out for us
 and the public, when she did not even know herself, let alone how she did not know us her family.
So our hands were full already before this court thing.



Marcia has two heart valves with deformations, corroborated by the reports we just got to the Public Defender from
 Florida Hospital the other day.
When Marcia had the two seizures in July, 2002, I guess it was the second one where she was not responsive for two
 hours that wiped her memory. I asked the doctors why she had the grand mal seizure. And they told me her sticking
 heart valve stopped oxygen from getting to her brain for too long.
The hospital records also corroborate her amnesia; but that will never get before the jury with the present state of the
 law that will deny her defense from bringing up diminished capacity.
And they are supposed to pick a jury following July 7, 2011.
If you have a child or a niece or nephew, you might understand why she holds on to a belief that seems to be an
 obstacle for her; she won’t take the deal offered to her, not because of the deal or the prison that she is plenty
 terrified from, but because she believes it would be turning on God and her ministry, to say different from her yea
 as yea or her nay as nay, which the Bible says among other citable places by different terms.
And so far she was building her memories back up in her ministry and Bible studies.
If a child sees something so obvious to them, and you try to tell them different, they may be difficult for getting
 them to change their mind; in their stubbornness that may be from a lack of what they know, or a lack of technical
 thinking skills experienced in putting together differing processes that work together and therefore thinking from
 different points of view or perspectives of differing venues, as they all work together, these all be lacking capacity
 for insight the amount of knowledge or perspective knowledge for them, that child may hold on to what they
 perceive as obvious.
Adults do not necessarily depart from their own personal and traditional thinking habits, but I have had to become
 more and more observant with my wife growing up into her new memories; and that is not to mention having to
 observe her responses with the events of this court attaching on her.
An adult perspective may find it necessary to entertain to take another perspective to see how the less prepared for
 complex thinking may obscure them from more adult and more prepared thinking, from identifying what, how, or
 what capacity the more simple thinker may be found to think from.
When she came out from testing from a psychologist testing her, she described part of the material as asking her
 how a boat and a car was the same; she said the doctor interviewing her was getting into an argument with her, to
 some extent of her describing it to me, for her to tell him how the boat is like a car.
She said, she was persisting that a car was not like a boat.
It was obvious to me that the testing must have been an attempt to get her to describe a deeper level of complicated
 thinking, than they were able to get from her; she was upset with how the doctor was trying to argue her into
 admitting what was not believable for her, because a car cannot be ridden in the water, and such as the like.
She was also upset how the doctor was stressing her out to say what water was; while I surmise that the doctor was
 probably trying to get her to describe water by different means, like its constituents; but it is kind of not a fair
 question, as water is mixed into things, but it simply does not come from mixing something together from a simple
 perspective, like from what kind of things she knows.
She believes that she did not know that the people communicating with her were not the owners or rightful agents of
 any property these mercenary people were after; so she did not take something from its rightful owner nor plan to
 keep anything unlawfully.
She believes there is no cause to lie and say she did it, when she did not; and she believes it is Satan’s trap to say she
 will not trust God to save her, no matter what happens here on earth.
Please intervene as I know the Governor can, either by reprieve, amnesty or by something that would change the
 environment of the law to recognize diminished capacity again, so that she can have the defense that must be
 required for someone in her state.
She continues to have memory problems, from stress; so I fear for her life in the trial or any other outcome possible
 in this; because stress is what they told me brought on the heart valve sticking open for the grand mal seizure to be
 caused. And worse than memories lost, she could die. These fears are greater to me, now that she has become upset
 more, where she has come to understand that she would be denied her defense and only way to answer these
 charges.



From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Charlie Crist
Subject: Protect Florida"s Manatees
Date: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:37:56 PM

Dec 3, 2007

Governor Charles Crist
400 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Dear Governor Crist,

As a supporter of Defenders of Wildlife and someone who cares deeply

about protecting Florida's wildlife, I want to sincerely thank you for
your actions earlier this year to ensure sensible management of
Florida's endangered manatees.

As you know, manatees are one of our state's most precious natural
resources. However, boat strikes and habitat loss remain serious
threats to these amazing marine mammals -- a record 417 manatees were

killed in 2006.  In addition, significant declines due to loss of warm
water winter habitat are projected for the near future and are cause
for great concern.

The Florida Wildlife Commission's decision to postpone the decision on
whether manatee protections should be weakened was a wise and prudent
course of action.  A vote at this time would be inappropriate,

considering that the flawed listing criteria underestimate the threats
that manatees face and the protections they need.

Before the manatee's status is changed, we can and must reduce the
number of human-related manatee deaths.

I urge you to revise Florida's listing/delisting rule criteria for its
imperiled species classification system. The present criteria make it
impossible for the state's most at-risk species to receive a fair and
accurate review of their status and could put already vulnerable
species  like the manatee -- at further risk.

Specifically, Florida should adopt the same criteria for listing and
delisting decisions that the World Conservation Union (IUCN) uses.
This will better ensure that all of the state's imperiled species
including the manatee  are correctly classified and receive the
protections they need.

The IUCN recently classified the Florida manatee as
"Endangered" using the exact criteria the FWC has adopted
for their "Threatened" category. This global recognition of
the manatee's risk of extinction is very timely and shows that



Florida's move to weaken protections for manatees is without merit and
incredibly risky.

I urge you to retain the manatee's current status until both
human-caused threats and manatee deaths are reduced and reopen the
discussion of Florida's listing/delisting rule criteria for
classifying imperiled species.  These criteria need to be revised so
that the conservation status of imperiled animals can be fairly
evaluated, classified and receive the protections they need.

Thank you for your strong leadership on a matter that is very
important to me.

cc: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission

Sincerely,

Mrs. Marcia Bilyue
1410 Easton Way
Casselberry, FL 32707-3704



From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Charlie Crist
Subject: Protect Us From Compulsory Pandemic
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 1:03:08 AM

Gov. Charlie Crist
FL

Dear Legislator,,

I am writing to you on a matter of grave personal concern at the suggestion of the Natural Solutions Foundation, a
 not for profit humanitarian NGO devoted to health and health freedom, to educate decision makers and to petition
 for respect for our basic human rights. This letter is regarding the proposed Protecting Americans' Self-Shielding
 bill.

When the people of this district elected you, we anticipated that, true to your election words, you would protect our
 well-being and our rights.  The proposed enforcement of mandatory treatment, including mandatory vaccines, for
 any alleged "pandemic" condition is both a violation of that commitment and a violation of my rights to control my
 own body and make my own health choices.

Both State and Federal legislation now provides for the mandatory vaccination, drugging or incarceration for those
 who refuse such "treatment."

The hype and hysteria of the media and the distortion of the science of infection and contagion by governmental and
 international bodies, coupled with the pharmaceutical industry's headlong rush to force yet more profits from
 vaccines which are untested, uninsurable and dangerous, and from drugs which are known to be both ineffective
 and unsafe, leads me to write to you to urge you to push back this potentially deadly tide of political pandemic
 response.

Independent physicians such as Dr. Ron Paul MD, Dr. Rima E. Laibow MD, Dr. Julian Whittaker MD, Dr. Joseph
 Mercola DO, Dr. John Wilson MD, Dr. William Rea MD and Dr. William Sears MD, among others, have all
 warned about the dangers of forced vaccination and the ineffectiveness of such measures to stop infectious disease.
 Their independent medical opinions must be given great weight while the self-serving opinions of government
 "experts" who demand forced vaccinations must be discounted as biased.

It is a clear violation of the Constitutional provisions against both slavery and indentured servitude since a free,
 unindentured or enslaved person may make his/her own health choices while an indentured servant or slave's body
 is owned by a master who may make health decisions about the body of the slave which may be enforced on a
 compulsory basis.

In addition to the moral and cultural repugnance which mandatory treatment invokes, it violates the rights of citizens
 and introduces the possibility of harm to them which cannot, under the current legal structure, be recompensed. 
 Vaccination is an uninsurable risk and vaccine manufacturers are immune from liability for dangerous or even
 deadly products, while vaccines have never been proven to be either safe or effective.  On the other hand, even the
 CDC admits that there are risks of significant proportion with vaccines.

Any "pandemic  vaccine" would be untested upon its use as predicted by the CDC and WHO in the fall of 2009. 
 The possibilities for disaster are enormous.  Those of us who do not desire these "treatments" should be free to
 make such a choice with the endorsement and support of the State.

As a person who is neither an indentured servant nor a slave, but a member of your constituency, I urge you in the
 strongest terms to:

1. Commit to holding fact finding hearings in the immediate future to evaluate the true status of the pandemic threat
 and pandemic treatment safety; the Baxter Pharmaceutical incident earlier this year where annual flu vaccines



 intended for 18 countries were "accidentally" contaminated by live Avian Flu viruses, must be fully investigated.

2. Commit to putting your efforts toward reversing dangerous legislation and policies which can endanger the lives
 and health of the members of your constituency

3. Provide for sanction-free personal exemptions from proposed mandatory drug or vaccination treatment, instead
 offering people who do not wish to be so treated the opportunity and support necessary for self-quarantine and self-
shield at home, if needed for public safety reasons.  Such support would include food, water and communication
 support, provision of medications or supplies of their choice and other means which support their choice and safety.
 This alternative would be far less expensive and socially disruptive than the forced relocation of "vaccine refusers"
 in violation of the Geneva Conventions.

We demand full recognition of our right to protect ourselves in our own homes.

Thank you for your support of liberty and of your sworn duty to protect both the US Constitution and the well-being
 of your constituents.

Here is a link to the text of the bill for which we are seeking congressional sponsorship, the Protecting Americans'
 Self-Shielding Act  - http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/?p=2888

Yours in health and freedom,

Mrs. Marcia  Bilyue
1410 Easton  Way
casselberry       , FL 32707



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue"
Subject: RE: Please consider the case of my wife and her grand mal seizure
Date: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 1:32:35 PM

Dear Mr. Bilyue:

Thank you for contacting the Governor's Office and sharing your concerns about your wife and an ongoing criminal
 case.  We are sorry to learn about the difficulty you have faced and the Governor asked that I respond on his behalf.

Although we appreciate your concerns, I am unable to determine from your email how the Governor's Office can
 assist you.  Please understand that the Florida Constitution limits the Governor’s intervention in criminal cases or
 their defense. Each state attorney is an elected official charged with certain discretionary duties, including the duty
 to determine whether or not to prosecute any particular crime committed within his or her jurisdiction. This
 decision is based on the quality and quantity of the evidence of guilt shown, and in the best interest of justice. The
 state attorneys operate independently, and as elected officials, they answer only to the voters of their individual
 jurisdictions.

The person who can best assist those facing criminal charges is an attorney. It is my understanding your wife is
 represented by a public defender and I encourage her to continue working with an attorney to resolve your concerns
 to your satisfaction.  If you and your wife are dissatisfied with her attorney and wish to seek private legal counsel,
 please contact the Florida Bar Lawyer Referral Service by calling toll-free at (800) 342-8011, or by writing to 651
 East Jefferson Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact the Governor's Office.  Please know this is due to a lack of
 jurisdiction, not a lack of concern.

Sincerely,

Warren Davis
Office of Citizen Services

-----Original Message-----
From: Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue [mailto:1corxi19mn@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 02, 2011 10:31 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please consider the case of my wife and her grand mal seizure

From: Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

Rick Scott
The Capitol Building, 7th Floor, Suite 705
Tallahassee FL 32399-0001

Hello Sir,
I am a Citizen in the State of Florida; and my wife is as well.
I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, Steve, am helping claim as and for Marcia Ann Bilyue, Marcia, my wife in
 marriage as she is me in marriage, a legal merge of entities into one in certain legal rights and privileges, as I
 intimately know her; and that is true by a long train of time, thirty years. This merge of entities into one is unusual
 to most contracts; but it stands older than all the antecedent laws this republican form of government is and has
 been formed to protect. We voted for you too. And my wife deserves a defense; but what defense will she have if
 the judge won’t allow diminished capacity to be brought up before the jury, just because some time in the past
 Florida decided that diminished capacity is no longer a defense. Scott Sterling, the Public Defender, told us this;
 and he told us that Florida only allows the finding that she is insane or not. That denies my wife the right to a
 defense.



My wife got hit by a grand mal seizure in July, 2002; and just the other day, coming out of Seminole County
 Courthouse from talking with her Public defender, she was saying, riding home from her Public defender I had
 occasion to hear her crying, “no one knows what it has been like the last eight, nine years when people treat me like
 I am lying; and the last two years, no one believing me.”
My wife is about eight years old in memories, because at that grand mal seizure she lost 48 years of her memory.
She may look and talk like she appears an adult, but she is put in her position today because of judgment calls she
 was inexperienced for and a technical exposure to emails and internet she was not ready for, just because mercenary
 people roam the internet looking for marks just like her.
Justice would be keeping a crime file open till the real perpetrators were found; not scapegoating someone, just to
 close a case, that is the disenfranchised like my wife.
We just the other day got the records from the Florida Hospital that show the corroboration of doctor’s reports with
 Marcia’s amnesia and the causes from the malformed growths on her heart valves; that the reports describe one
 valve deformation as a “leaflet” and the other valve with growths that the report calls “trileaflets”.
Please give this case your attention, because all this time has gone on terrorizing my wife, going on to two years;
 and her believing in her Public Defender, that only now near the end of this two year course going on before the
 trial the Public Defender finally tells us that diminished capacity is no longer a defense.
He knew all this time we were talking or at least I have been talking to him about how she is only like eight years
 old, in how her capacity is to understand by the experience of her young memories.
She has not talked to him so much, because she is more simple and less likely to see but for what I am here to
 explain to her.
She is very helpful for people in her ministry; and once she asked me about someone asking her to help them; while
 she helps others like the wolf cause in Alaska and the wolf cause Oklahoma, I said to her, if it was not going to hurt
 her or someone else she should, accordingly with Proverbs 3: 27; where Proverbs 3:27 (KJV) says, Withhold not
 good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power of thine hand to do it.
When she got her public defender assigned to her, I told her to trust him; was I wrong?
She can understand things just as much as any eight year old and maybe more, because adults talk to her, because to
 look and talk to her she appears to them an adult for her physical age not her mental age.
When the issue in court supposedly came up, Marcia was only six years from her grand mal seizure; and her ability
 to navigate cautiously among vexation of mercenary veterans that found her there; and she was no match.
I never thought of how devastating it was, that she was open to these predator characters to find her on the internet,
 like that before; I knew it was plenty devastating for both her and us her family for her ability to watch out for us
 and the public, when she did not even know herself, let alone how she did not know us her family.
So our hands were full already before this court thing.
Marcia has two heart valves with deformations, corroborated by the reports we just got to the Public Defender from
 Florida Hospital the other day.
When Marcia had the two seizures in July, 2002, I guess it was the second one where she was not responsive for two
 hours that wiped her memory. I asked the doctors why she had the grand mal seizure. And they told me her sticking
 heart valve stopped oxygen from getting to her brain for too long.
The hospital records also corroborate her amnesia; but that will never get before the jury with the present state of the
 law that will deny her defense from bringing up diminished capacity.
And they are supposed to pick a jury following July 7, 2011.
If you have a child or a niece or nephew, you might understand why she holds on to a belief that seems to be an
 obstacle for her; she won’t take the deal offered to her, not because of the deal or the prison that she is plenty
 terrified from, but because she believes it would be turning on God and her ministry, to say different from her yea
 as yea or her nay as nay, which the Bible says among other citable places by different terms.
And so far she was building her memories back up in her ministry and Bible studies.
If a child sees something so obvious to them, and you try to tell them different, they may be difficult for getting
 them to change their mind; in their stubbornness that may be from a lack of what they know, or a lack of technical
 thinking skills experienced in putting together differing processes that work together and therefore thinking from
 different points of view or perspectives of differing venues, as they all work together, these all be lacking capacity
 for insight the amount of knowledge or perspective knowledge for them, that child may hold on to what they
 perceive as obvious.
Adults do not necessarily depart from their own personal and traditional thinking habits, but I have had to become
 more and more observant with my wife growing up into her new memories; and that is not to mention having to
 observe her responses with the events of this court attaching on her.
An adult perspective may find it necessary to entertain to take another perspective to see how the less prepared for
 complex thinking may obscure them from more adult and more prepared thinking, from identifying what, how, or



 what capacity the more simple thinker may be found to think from.
When she came out from testing from a psychologist testing her, she described part of the material as asking her
 how a boat and a car was the same; she said the doctor interviewing her was getting into an argument with her, to
 some extent of her describing it to me, for her to tell him how the boat is like a car.
She said, she was persisting that a car was not like a boat.
It was obvious to me that the testing must have been an attempt to get her to describe a deeper level of complicated
 thinking, than they were able to get from her; she was upset with how the doctor was trying to argue her into
 admitting what was not believable for her, because a car cannot be ridden in the water, and such as the like.
She was also upset how the doctor was stressing her out to say what water was; while I surmise that the doctor was
 probably trying to get her to describe water by different means, like its constituents; but it is kind of not a fair
 question, as water is mixed into things, but it simply does not come from mixing something together from a simple
 perspective, like from what kind of things she knows.
She believes that she did not know that the people communicating with her were not the owners or rightful agents of
 any property these mercenary people were after; so she did not take something from its rightful owner nor plan to
 keep anything unlawfully.
She believes there is no cause to lie and say she did it, when she did not; and she believes it is Satan’s trap to say she
 will not trust God to save her, no matter what happens here on earth.
Please intervene as I know the Governor can, either by reprieve, amnesty or by something that would change the
 environment of the law to recognize diminished capacity again, so that she can have the defense that must be
 required for someone in her state.
She continues to have memory problems, from stress; so I fear for her life in the trial or any other outcome possible
 in this; because stress is what they told me brought on the heart valve sticking open for the grand mal seizure to be
 caused. And worse than memories lost, she could die. These fears are greater to me, now that she has become upset
 more, where she has come to understand that she would be denied her defense and only way to answer these
 charges.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "Charles Bilyue"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: RE: Threat to Marcia Ann Bilyue"s health and life
Date: Thursday, October 30, 2014 9:02:05 AM

Dear Mr.Bilyue,

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott regarding your court case and your wife's health. The Governor
 appreciates your concerns and asked me to respond on his behalf.

The Florida Constitution limits the Governor’s intervention in matters that should be resolved through the court
 system.  Those who are unhappy with a ruling or feel a case has not been handled according to the law, should
 speak with an attorney about what appellate procedures may be available.  The Florida Bar offers a Lawyer Referral
 Service that can be contacted by calling toll-free at (800) 342-8011, or by writing to the address below.

The Florida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300

For those unable to afford a lawyer, Florida Legal Services or the county legal aid association has information about
 the availability of pro bono counsel. The main telephone number of Florida Legal Services is (850) 385-7900.  If
 you are dissatisfied with your attorney, you may wish to consider choosing another attorney.

The Judicial Qualifications Commission (JQC) considers situations where it is alleged that a judge's personal
 conduct and behavior violated the Code of Judicial Conduct.  All complaints must be put in writing.  To contact the
 Commission, please use the information provided below.

Judicial Qualifications Commission
1110 Thomasville Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(850) 488-1581

Unless the judge has violated the Code of Judicial Conduct, the commission cannot review cases where people
 disagree with judges’ decisions. If you are dissatisfied with your representative, you may wish to consider choosing
 another attorney.

Thank you again for contacting the Governor's office. Governor Scott hopes your concerns can be resolved to your
 satisfaction.

Sincerely,

Barbara Traylor
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

-----Original Message-----
From: Charles Bilyue [mailto:1corxi19mn@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 20, 2014 12:19 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Threat to Marcia Ann Bilyue's health and life

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>



County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message Body: My wife is a voting citizen, Marcia Ann Bilyue, now and still undergoing medical therapy
 treatment, not yet balanced for her seizure medications as they result from recent discovery, has always shown up
 for court. Once even the Lester said in open court, “She’s always here.”. And for judge Kenneth R. Lester, at 101
 Bush boulevard, Sanford Florida 32773, case number 2009CF005661A, to issue the bench warrant is vicious and
 creating impracticability denying the health response necessary to her treatment. It has caused symptoms at onset of
 Marcia hearing of the unnecessary bench warrant to come new to her face, the front of her head that had never
 occurred before outside of the sides top and back upper left of her head that place her and me in fear of her life.
And if she heard the bench warrant had been lifted, then maybe her health responses would return to improvement
 instead of worsening.
She’s always come early. She has never gone against the court once. She has come with her pains. She participated
 at every stage. And she has shown no cause for this, unless the cases is that Lester holds a misplaced vendetta
 against her or her religion remembering many of his comments.
Understand I am looking for appeal responses against a disorderly judge now not her case, but for her health. And
 you office seems to be hers and mine only line of defense an attack oh her health that I hope does not murder her
 for her sensitive conditions.
And there would be no case if the recording unnoticed to her was prudently cited inadmissible without notice of
 recording under Fourth Amendment challenge against recording in combination between U.S. v. Akridge, 346 F3d
 618 (6th Cir. 2003) and U.S. v. Davis, 270 F3d 977 (D.C. Cir. 2001); or the error in the verdict of the jury that is
 countered by the finding of the jury that she did not intend to defraud, just to cite the edge of a tapestry of errors
 that rules and procedure and court proceedings construction are burdening in this case to relief against the
 disordered discretion of a judge, an unfair trial threatening an unfair sentencing by the train of events, and the
 separation of health from the defendant threatening her brain her health or even her death, and the willfulness of a
 judge refusing to consider substantive rights of the defendant, in a case where even the public defender lied to the
 judge on direct question.
Respectfully, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "1corxi19mn@gmail.com"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: RE: [Spam:******* SpamScore] judicial threat to life without cause complaint
Date: Friday, October 17, 2014 9:42:10 AM

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.  The Governor is sorry to learn you are dissatisfied with the decision
 of a Florida judge and asked me to respond on his behalf.

The Florida Constitution limits the Governor’s intervention in matters that should be resolved through the court
 system. The Governor's Office is unable to provide legal advice to private citizens. The person who can best assist
 you with your legal questions and concerns is an attorney.  Those who are unhappy with a ruling or feel a case is
 not being handled according to the law, should speak with an attorney about what appellate procedures may be
 available.  The Florida Bar offers a Lawyer Referral Service which you may contact by calling toll-free at (800)
 342-8011.  More information can be obtained online at www.floridabar.org.   For those unable to afford a lawyer,
 Florida Legal Services or the county legal aid association has information about the availability of pro bono
 counsel.  The main telephone number of Florida Legal Services is (850) 385-7900.  If you are dissatisfied with your
 representative, you may wish to consider choosing another attorney.

The Florida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300
Toll-free: (800) 342-8011

If you cannot afford an attorney, you may be eligible for low cost or pro bono assistance through a local legal aid
 office.  The Florida Bar can assist you with this process.  Please contact the Florida Bar directly or visit the web site
 www floridabar.org. 

The Judicial Qualifications Commission (JQC) considers situations where it is alleged that a judge's personal
 conduct and behavior violated the Code of Judicial Conduct.  All complaints must be put in writing.  To contact the
 Commission, please use the information provided below.

Judicial Qualifications Commission
1110 Thomasville Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(850) 488-1581

Unless the judge has violated the Code of Judicial Conduct, the Commission cannot review cases where people
 disagree with judges’ decisions. 

Thank you again for contacting the Governor's office. We hope your concerns can be resolved to your satisfaction.

Sincerely,

Barbara Traylor
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

-----Original Message-----
From: Charles Bilyue [mailto:1corxi19mn@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 9:06 AM
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] judicial threat to life without cause complaint



From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: (407)252-7576
From: Steve Bilyue, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue  <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

 Affidavit and claims of information, and request for intervention and help to save my wife's life; and request to
 remove bias and prejidice judge for fear of having not received a fair trial; and fear of filing other necessary request
 documents. 14 October 2014.

Address:
Address - Post Office Box 14106, Tallahassee, Florida 32317 Phone - (850) 488-1581 Email -
 contact@floridajqc.com To whom or any American it may concern:

Trial nor sentencing should be in the hands of a judge with gross error over the volition he has misapplied to a case.

There is a volition that exists between your thoughts and your choices that is measured by your will that establishes
 your intent restrained only by your understanding or what you allow yourself to understand. There is where you
 establish your appropriate or the inappropriateness of your volition for your neighbor when it affects and impacts
 them in damage when, for the consideration of what you should do or what you should step to restrain yourself
 from doing.

When a judge has notice that the defendant is admitted and hospitalized he knows or should know or expect that
 corporal action against the defendant may become a detraction and increase to further damage to their health
 response to treatment.

Whereas that judge should and must restrain action against them for the impact at that time that corporal action
 against the defendant may be a detraction and further damage unecessarily upon the condition of the defendant’s
 health that she is subjected to at that time.

This is able to be found true especially when the judge has knowledge of her history impacting the proceedings of
 having been takennecessarily away from proceedings temporarily by the impracticability cause by her health and
 out of her control for incidents of hospitalization experienced across the course of the case, such as this that has
 continued over four and a half years.

For this cause it is necessary and expedient that this judge must be removed and stopped from killing my wife; for
 this cause it is necessary and expedient that hye not be allowed to upset her health response and continue treatment
 unobstructed, whereby his own testimony in the case and from the bench he has stated, ‘I don’t beleave she is going
 anywhere.’

Whether the judge is aware or not, by required volition he is to take cognizance observation accord judgment and
 spring from prudent understanding, not being reactionary, as he had prior knowledge and notice in her
 hospitalization of evidense to the effect of the defendant health detraction or doctors normally would not have
 found it necessary to admit her.

And he had ample cause to watch and guard rights and procedure respectively, for the Acts of the court he is
 charged with first for the defendant under our Constitution.

In that duty his descretion is charged not to issue but stay the bench warrant consideration till assessment is revealed
 in such as this case for due cautions that volition requires and is the first potential notice to the public by the second



 witness is the rights and procedure advacate for as controller of the court in each case to keep order.

If a fallen soldier in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own (A), in rights of cause, is bleeding out from
 secondary damage circumstance; and you (B), a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary, are trying to stop
 the bleeding, would any reasonable and prudent person can consider rights and law respectively that it can be
 found  appropriate that the stopping of the bleeding assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the
 ministerial Act to award prudence to the expectation you (B) can petion or motion or at least even expect it prudent
 and viable for another fellow soldier (C) to stop an enemy (D) from continuing to have access by whatever means is
 available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increased, to the victim (A) or to the minister (B) in the
 interest that the plight of the victim (A) not be worsened when the enemy (D) has exibited one or more Acts already
 to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second worseni!
 ng and increased damage, beyond what was already present and has set the expectation in place that irreparable
 damage, to a third worsening and increased damage, likely may ensue  if that enemy (D) branded by his actions, in
 the secondary damage place, as such treatment, whether that enemy (D) that Acts of furthering damage has the hold
 on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of enemy (D) in relation to the interests of and to the
 victim or further Acts of that enemy to stop, at least and until mending healing and more level considerations
 representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then move from finding of that safety.

Similarly, that is parallel in essence to

If the defendant has fallen in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own to seizure requirements and
 medication to combat them aggrivated or caused by pain of neuralgia shocks streaming across lines of origin to
 termination points complained of across the rear upper head area the top and sides only from May of 2014 through
 to 9 October 2014 and exclusively not in the face, cheek or front of her head, then in the fear of potentially life
 threatening danger of the increases coinsiding with the steps at issue of my complaint for caution restraint and state
 advacacy to acknowledge there is a possible danger of irreparable damage concerned in my complaint herein.

If on new knowledge has had happen to her hearing of an Act of the trial judge Kenneth Lester of which has issued a
 bench warrant even after being informed that she is hospitalized; and from and at that time she has begun having
 the new onset of symptoms of the face and cheek on the front of her head peculiar to not having that before with the
 other symptoms, then further damage is being caused by the stressors of the hearing of that as affect of gross and
 grave indescretion on the part of the judge in combination of and with the experience she was afected in her health
 and emotionally that after she and I experienced a similar gross and grave indescretion when Scott Sterling (who
 was supposed to be on her side and her defense counsel) lied to the judge on direct question of evidence and
 secondary damage circumstance appears to be from affect of hearing condescension and disregard to the
 defendant’s need in her health but for the hearing of the bench warrant.

Tthat the bench warrant news has disturbed and worsened the hapless health by reason or at least corrolation of the
 Act of issuing the bench warrant under her health condition and in the wake of the fear already generated from
 Sterling’s lie.

By stress of hearing of new knowledge increase to the damage to health has happened but for the high handed
 unnecessary nature of the bench warrant when she was not going anywhere, instead of the improvement that
 happened before her hearing of the bench warrant that we had first hopes in possibly rectifying when the pain of the
 neuralgia shocks had been lessened as she reported her experience for the time after Dr. David, the neurologist from
 Miami, had put her on the Lamotrigine, seizure medicine. And all other hospitalizations since the experiences onset
 since May 2014 had not had any success with the symptoms other than the Lamotrigine; and no emotional relief
 had been given by revelation of anyone identifying the problem with the name neuralia in all that time, except for
 finding four or five people on line who had reports of the same symptoms, but no one revealed any name for further
 research to solve or treat the problem in all that time.

When Dr. David revealed the considered name, on that suggestion we looked on line under that name and found
 reports materials and description that is identical to what she has been experiencing. Hope abounded from there for
 her when we shared those findings.



Then the news of the bench warrant came to her and the change happened then where she was not only experiencing
 the other pains but new symptoms happened that she complained of deteriorating that as her health and her
 demeanor swiped into fear and aprehension thay as it was observed all together upon her emotional state and on her
 health with increased symptoms I believe and any reasonable person would believe uncalled for and unnecessary
 nature of the bench warrant is constructively damaging to her health and well being and is denying the respect to
 allow treatment opportunity for health response to gain improvement.

In rights of that cause of mending existing damage of Marcia as the hapless victim in her health I am her only
 advocate available to step in again of where a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary trying to stop the
 current secondary damage beyond what a doctor was finally found to help the primary damage in this issue of her
 complaint and my own under conditions any reasonable and prudent person can consider importance of rights and
 law; and it can be found  appropriate that the stopping of the current damage assigns necessity to give cause to
 appropriateness to the ministerial Act to stave off further irreparable and possible damage by aggrivation
 impracticability to her health response needed to have opportunity to improve unopposed to award prudence to this
 and anything and anyone for expectation petion or motion or at least even expecting it prudent and viable for for
 another to stop the person threatening to the defendant to make the defendant’s emotional t!
 he condition worse affecting her physical condition, and to stop an existing beligerant person from continuing to
 have access to  by whatever means, not limited to but including removing the judge from her case for bias and
 prejudice, otherwise he is available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increase to that victim.

This cause assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the ministerial Act to award prudence to the
 expectation for and to the minister, as yet only myself, to help the interest that the plight of the victim not be
 worsened, when the the person threatening to make her worse in the element of the standing bench warrant that the
 existing damage has already evidence to have done so.

The judge has exibited one or more Acts already to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second
 worsening and increased damage, beyond what was already present, in the primary hapless health condition.

And the judge has set the expectation in place that irreparable damage, to a third worsening and increased damage
 state likely may ensue  if that beligerant branded by his actions, as such treatment is allowed to continue inaffect
 against her in the secondary damage condition toward a third, whether that beligerant believes he Acts of furthering
 damage has the hold on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Conclusive for acknowledgement, necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of beligerant to the
 rights and law for the victim or further Acts of that beligerant to be put to a stop, at least and until mending healing
 and more level consideratini persons representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then
 move from finding of safety.

And whereas there is evidence that Scott Sterling has lied on direct question from the judge, there is evidence that
 proper volition is not or may not be taken by the judge and the court in the defendant’s behalf in the error of
 construction of improper volition is being exibited and taken in the court by the public defender and the judge
 against my wife’s substantive rights.

And if it is found and is true, all authority should be given any agent in behalf of the substantive right of my wife
 and her health both personal and civil under the threat to stop action against my wife's health.

On this basis and in our union of marriage where I have right to interplead for her protection, for her help, as if to
 stop the bleeding.

Please offer your gifts and calling to save my wife's life. 

I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, afirm that I am of a sound mind and this statement of information, and request for
 intervention and help to save my wife's life is true and not misleading and for that truthfulness I submit to the pain
 and penalty of perjury.

 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue as and for



Marcia Ann Bilyue

Address - 1410 Easton way Casselberry Florida , Florida 32707 Phone - (407)252-7576 Email -
 1corxi19mn@gmail.com And - arcticwolftreasures@gmail.com
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From: Charles Bilyue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Threat to Marcia Ann Bilyue"s health and life
Date: Monday, October 20, 2014 12:22:01 PM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message Body: My wife is a voting citizen, Marcia Ann Bilyue, now and still undergoing medical therapy
 treatment, not yet balanced for her seizure medications as they result from recent discovery, has always shown up
 for court. Once even the Lester said in open court, “She’s always here.”. And for judge Kenneth R. Lester, at 101
 Bush boulevard, Sanford Florida 32773, case number 2009CF005661A, to issue the bench warrant is vicious and
 creating impracticability denying the health response necessary to her treatment. It has caused symptoms at onset of
 Marcia hearing of the unnecessary bench warrant to come new to her face, the front of her head that had never
 occurred before outside of the sides top and back upper left of her head that place her and me in fear of her life.
And if she heard the bench warrant had been lifted, then maybe her health responses would return to improvement
 instead of worsening.
She’s always come early. She has never gone against the court once. She has come with her pains. She participated
 at every stage. And she has shown no cause for this, unless the cases is that Lester holds a misplaced vendetta
 against her or her religion remembering many of his comments.
Understand I am looking for appeal responses against a disorderly judge now not her case, but for her health. And
 you office seems to be hers and mine only line of defense an attack oh her health that I hope does not murder her
 for her sensitive conditions.
And there would be no case if the recording unnoticed to her was prudently cited inadmissible without notice of
 recording under Fourth Amendment challenge against recording in combination between U.S. v. Akridge, 346 F3d
 618 (6th Cir. 2003) and U.S. v. Davis, 270 F3d 977 (D.C. Cir. 2001); or the error in the verdict of the jury that is
 countered by the finding of the jury that she did not intend to defraud, just to cite the edge of a tapestry of errors
 that rules and procedure and court proceedings construction are burdening in this case to relief against the
 disordered discretion of a judge, an unfair trial threatening an unfair sentencing by the train of events, and the
 separation of health from the defendant threatening her brain her health or even her death, and the willfulness of a
 judge refusing to consider substantive rights of the defendant, in a case where even the public defender lied to the
 judge on direct question.
Respectfully, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue.



From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Charlie Crist
Subject: Useless death of Michele Hoffman.
Date: Wednesday, May 28, 2008 4:59:57 PM

Marcia Bilyue
1410 easton way,
Casselberry,, FL 32707-3704

May 28, 2008

The Honorable Charlie Crist
Governor of Florida
The Capitol, 400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Dear Governor Crist:

At 25 plants (the federal standard is 100 plants), this new "trafficking"
law is sure to ensnare many people who are simply not real drug dealers.

I agree that if a person is selling drugs indiscriminately to children and
making huge, untaxed profits, they should go to jail.

But not the college kid who is growing a few plants because he or she
simply wants to see if they can.

And certainly not the grandmother who is using marijuana to relieve the
nausea she experiences when undergoing chemotherapy.

This new law does not take into consideration any exigent circumstances
and was not very well drafted.

I can't believe you let it become law.

Sincerely,

Pastor Marcia Bilyue
407 6991548



From: Marcia Bilyue
To: Governor Charlie Crist
Subject: Useless death of Rachel Hoffman
Date: Wednesday, May 28, 2008 5:03:28 PM

Marcia Bilyue
1410 easton way,
Casselberry,, FL 32707-3704

May 28, 2008

The Honorable Charlie Crist
Governor of Florida
The Capitol, 400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Dear Governor Crist:

In a day and age where our police officers are willing to use vulnerable
small-time drug offenders like Rachel Hoffman to catch the same dangerous
criminals that they must use SWAT teams to approach, you should have
seriously considered the implications of allowing the ill-advised
trafficking bill to become law.

Rachel is dead now because she came under the thumb of law enforcement
after she was caught with a measly 25 grams of marijuana.

This new trafficking law, if you can even call it that, makes no
meaningful distinction between ordinary users and true drug dealers and
will send small-time offenders to jail for up to 5 years.

I am not comfortable with this.

I can't believe that you are.

Sincerely,

Marcia Bilyue
407 6991548



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Help save both the life of my wife, substantial rights; and the application of the law.
Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014 6:08:16 PM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: In The Circuit Court Of Florida, Eighteenth Judicial Circuit, In And For
 Seminole County,
STATE OF FLORIDA, Plaintiff,  vs.  MARCIA ANN BILYUE, Defendant.
Trial Court, Case No. 2009CF005661A
Fifth DCA Case, No.: 5D14-3241
To any American it may concern,
Not to be overlooked, please notice and help save both the life of my wife, substantial rights; and the application of
 the law.
The effects and affects of amnesia, Chiari malformation, and sticking valve impact must settle this case, if it can be
 said that my wife was to be allowed her defense and guaranteed counsel.
Willfully all matter and effects, affects, and rulings have sought by every construction to overlook memory loss,
 sticking values, and finally Chiari one malformation. Is it a respecter of persons that singles out one to be treated
 high handed at the butt of added insult and injury of the state since calling this case? And there is room for
 humanizing the law for grace in real and legitimate causes.
Does that deserve the butt of a rifle? Who do they think they are to step out of their authority and duty to order?
 She’s been under the butt since loss of memory.
As silent as her disease of her memory loss, of sticking valves, of Chiari one malformation, my proximity as witness
 due to imbalance of rules in monopoly constriction instead of careful regulation is; with that of sticking values that
 result in loss of 48 years of memories, that silence reserves the high hand treatment of overlook, disregard,
 withholding judgment due the poor, laying down rule to displace the disenfranchised of their rights, the setting up
 of belligerents in official positions to shine light to their misdeed, against the poor, that Providence be established
 that good rule for society instead of lack of volition and abuse.
That abuse make way is cause for humanizing a grace maybe regulated but not constricted in the law for the
 humanizing paths for Love, approval, kindness, maxims, understanding, and give a society of our peers worth
 handing down to our succeeding generations, remembering what societies have been less of a success. The red
 stripes are the sacrifices not for when life, liberty, honor, and life’s pursuits have been lost but for in this case for
 life to be saved even quality of life!
Are we yet in favor of both life and its quality to be saved?
With my wife I have had a ringside seat to watch the palpable abuses silenced, lacks in volition, and abuse of these
 silent diseases only to find monopoly of the idea that  layman cannot be witness when “Professionals” are served
 there when they can have so limited clinical exposure.
If anything needs to be palpable it is the humanizing of the law, as a public interest, to be in keeping that these silent
 diseases have voice and awareness have representation as the handicap they both be and be from treatment of
 willful refusal to consider or understand raised and due liberty be restored and preserved for my wife and people
 like her!
Please consider what of your gifts and calling, your position and your place, you might give, to stop one standard
 red stripe from being let be condescended to be just another loss, to the remedy in this cause.



From: Steve Bilyue
To: FL GOV Inspector General
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] To David Allen - Inspector General Inspector
Date: Sunday, April 26, 2015 3:24:56 AM
Attachments: Recorded statement call-in from Inspector General, draft 4- 26 April 2015.pdf

Patch the finding of fact by jury “did not intend to defraud”-draft 3- 2015-04-13 01.pdf

To whom it may concern:

This is of my testimony for clarifications concerning Marcia Ann Bilyue, Marcia, of the
 current denials of medical necessities, and abrogation’s of natural rights. She is in custody for
 civil rights correction by judicial guilty verdict. Her cognitive problems appear to stem from
 her condition with her congenital conditions of tricuspid regurgitation (sticking heart valves)
 and Chiari malformation type one (abnormal pushing of the brain and the skull against each
 other).

23 April 2015 David Allen of the Inspector General’s office by phone took, Steve’s, Charles
 Stephen Victor Bilyue’s, my recorded statement. For which I offer my clarifications in
 attempt to offer. to whom it may concern, the opportunity to help my wife, Marcia.

THIS PRESENT TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE IS happening because the legal environment in
 the Florida judiciary does not recognize silent disease, that “In Florida you’re either sane or
 insane, there is no gray area.”

Marcia is flesh and blood evidence of silent disease.

She had three grand mal seizures in 2002, where one was two hours long depriving her of 48
 years of her memory to amnesia, never to return to today’s date. 26 April 2015. In direct
 connection medically to that incident, she does not understand why she is an object of
 persecution and abuse. In direct connection legally to that incident, she should not have had
 the guilty verdict rest upon her as the finding of fact of the jury said, “she did not intend to
 defraud.”

In any event I describe in the attachments to this email that there is a difference between
 correction of civil rights that should be narrowly construed apart from inalienable natural
 rights of life and health that should not be denied by the excuse of civil rights correction,
 founded or unfounded, in denial of medical needs competently ordered by emergency and
 admitted care from Winter Park Florida Hospital.

I will forward any additional information to help Marcia that I can.

Deeply concerned, Steve Bilyue.

407-252-7576

Or

1410 Easton way Casselberry, Florida, 32707.
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 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue 

 1410 Easton Way 

 Casselberry, FL 32707 

 Eservice: 1corxi19mn@gmail.com 

 

 

April 26, 2015 

 

Inspector General David Allen 

Office of the Chief Inspector General, Room 203 

The Capitol 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

352-369-2158 

Eservice: cig@eog.myflorida.com 

 

 

Subject: Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC # E51675 

Re: Recorded statement call-in from Inspector General, 23 April 2015 

In response to the statement taken, I desire to clarify any point of my intention of statement that 

may not have been made clear during our conversation where David Allen took my statement, 

for the purpose of laying aside any mistaken concept of my statement where I considered my 

wife’s needs and David’s questions with my answers. For that clarification I write this letter. 

They are not giving her food to control her blood sugars and she’s diabetic! 

When a representative from Inspector General’s office was in to see her he said, He was going to 

get her a cheese sandwich. 

But He did not get one to her. I’m in fear for her life which seems to be condescended to as 

general policy around there. Still they continue to deny her medicines for her heart and deny her 

restorative therapies all competently ordered by Winter Park Hospital Emergency. 

Inspector David Allen called from the Inspector General’s office to take my statement on 23 

April 10:34 A.M. for 31 minutes 27 seconds. 

1) I told him Ismael Acevedo signed the papers competently ordering therapies, medicines, 

and ambulatory assistance for her current endangered health, and endangered life. 

2) I told him it’s a traverse for me to give recommendations for her treatment, because I 

won’t be listened to; it’s a demur to direct them to authority of present doctors’ record of 

competent ordered treatments to connect with and follow them. 

Substantially I attempted to express and I referred him to the concept that there is a difference 

between the civil rights the court judgment found necessary to “correct” and that of natural 

rights, the natural rights unalienable in that her health and life were not open to be abrogated, 

denied, or obstructed by primary force (as opposed to secondary force), and the natural rights 

unalienable in that her health and life were matter of her natural rights not civil rights.  
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I expressed that distinction from Article 2, paragraph five of the Constitution of the United States 

of America, federal Constitution. In particular I referred him to the fact of the distinction 

between the “natural born citizen” and the “citizen of the United States, that the natural born 

citizen enumerated there is a natural person, of flesh and blood, from nature. And that the citizen 

of the United states is an artificial person, that it is “of” the United States because THE State 

creates it or is party to its creation. The natural person has no one who is party to his creation but 

nature of procreation to be a living claiming being.  

I talked to him about her medications and therapies, ordered from Winter Park hospital record 

papers submitted to the trial record to the public defender for request of the hospital by the 

facility that desires the record, to be gotten from Hospital competently ordered by those doctors. 

All this was submitted with the particular request forms the hospital requires at the ready for use 

by the public defender at that time. It also had included with that filing the letters of explanation 

to the public defender, to the facility where she was at that time, to be given to the hospital, along 

with my durable power of attorney in authority to ask the hospital for the needed records to 

restore the medically necessary competent and ordered medicines prescribed, therapies 

prescribed, carbohydrates prescribed, and the sufficiency of proteins medically necessary to 

avoid the spiking of the blood sugars that were problematic to the cause of increased seizures, 

pains, and cognitive limitations. 

Every time he kept repeating that, “I just want to get your recommendation of what you want,” I 

would steer the conversation back to what is ordered in the hospital records and the emergency 

and current care necessary for her immediate needs cited in competent doctors’ orders and has 

been denied administration to her, denied in contempt to those competent and medically 

necessary orders for her health and well being. And I expressed that is substantial denial of her 

natural rights, apparently under the excuse of her civil rights being corrected. They don’t have 

the right to attempt to kill my wife or to deny to administer to her health, or to deny to her health 

needs. 

He kept going over point for point for what my letter said for each item he made note I said in 

each was “denied.” 

I said in effect to follow the directives in the competent ordered treatments, by saying to connect 

the necessary authorities as putting the pegs in the holes to follow the format of getting the 

information requested by their current Institution from Winter Park Hospital record request 

forms as styled according with format of the Hospital orders that I put in the trial court record, 

with my durable Power of Attorney, and with letters of explanation to public defender. 

Get certified copies as the ground floor if you have got to invent the wheel if reinventing is 

precluded by basically having no existing policy. 

And from that ground floor identify her presences of condition rather than ignoring them; and 

identify policy individual to move ahead and properly and prudently represent her condition 

fulfilling her health needs. 

The size of importance is the provision to represent her health needs counter and in reflection to 

the undue and undesirable condition of denying natural rights to unobstructed life and health, 
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taking her into custody makes responsible for ancillary but inseparable from the style you 

commandeer her civil rights in correction however you have been ordered to administer the 

confinement of her 3 year sentence. 

Taking her person into custody makes you responsible for the well-being of the health 

competently ordered restored. 

The civil rights custody-taking is a civil rights consideration; while the endangered health is a 

natural rights consideration when competent orders have been denied or identified as medically 

necessary to restorable faculties’ treatments ordered for character of probable restoration.  

 

 Sincerely, 

 ____________________________ 
 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue 

 Spouse of Marcia Ann Bilyue 
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To whom it may concern: 

Re; Unjust deprivations of rights in Florida v. Marcia Bilyue DC#E51675, Medical needs and 

representation not met. Lower court case number 2009CF005661A; and Appellate court case number 

5D15409. 

From: Steve Bilyue at 1410 Easton way, Casselberry, Florida 32707. 

If you patch the finding of fact by the jury that Marcia “did not intend to defraud” upon any and every 

piece of evidence that State says that they brought to the case and to the trial, each one is colored by 

that finding. 

Each one shows the state failed to show personal intent or knowledge of any crime on the part of the 

defendant. Supported by the record is the failure of the state to show connection with the crime alleged 

with intent, as they were overstepping any entertainment of exploration for a factual connection to be 

listed anywhere in the record, or even to bring the defendant along in mental participation, that the 

record is littered with instances when Marcia, the defendant, said of the proceedings and claims that 

she did not understand.  

Point after point and incident after incident they did not entertain her lucidity for attention, as if she 

may as well have not even been there, which sound is hearable to any reasonable person like a 

kangaroo court railroading a defendant, far removed from the necessary fairness of a trial or any of the 

hearings marking the case full with sham judgments, without officers watching out for justice to be the 

distribution of the court like they are too busy or something.  

No personal knowledge or understanding or connection with anything the state brought to the case, 

trial, or any of the hearings ever existed to show the defendant ever involved to be more than a 

circumstantial conduit at best connection with the tapestry of lies at best or worse; and they had a 

mentally handicapped mark to work with. Glaringly shown by the finding of fact of the jury, “defendant 

did not intend to defraud.”  

The original information used for the probable cause, issued by Mike Johnson, an officer with the 

Casselberry police department, point for point was denied when he was questioned by his own answers, 

during the hearing on the motion to suppress statements and admissions. Most glaringly at that point is 

his denial of defendant being “savvy” in counter distinction to stating she was savvy in the original 

information, relied upon to initiate the action in “probable cause” to assume burden on the defendant 

and the state, which at least should have drawn the discretion of the court to grant of the suppression 

of the object state claims and “evidence” of the motion, and better discretion should have been moved 

to review the basis of the original finding of probable cause. 

And during that hearing when Mike Johnson was asked, Did you look for anyone else connected to the 

crime alleged; his response is “Why should I? I had her.” That shows a gross lack of volition to get to the 

truth of the matter before burden of either the defendant or the state. 
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By his own testimony in questioning he says that the defendant “is not savvy.” This is in counter 

distinction to his testimony in his original information relied upon for the initiating of establishing 

probable cause, showing inattention, gross neglect to review suppositions for fact, lack of credibility, or 

general incompetance, that has been summarily overstepped and discarded since getting in the door to 

have the case opened in the first place.  

It was always unreasonable to treat her as a seasoned criminal, like Al Capone or somebody. By her 

condition that defense of unreasonability was asserted by me and her in varying degrees stressing the 

real elements of her defense.  

We asserted her continuing of integrity of cognition, or lack of association skills.  

(X) 

Of continuing denial of oxygen to her brain conditional to isolation circumstances, she will lose pieces of 

the information that if it could be studied for the conversation separate elemental parts parsed and 

assembled only of the parts retained in her memory but omitting the parsed parts lost and wiped clean 

out from her memory, then it could be understood what she has got to deal with and what she cannot 

deal with for the parts she no longer has.  

That is what I have found in her since records and imagery tests have reported to me to keep a look out 

for her association and communications skills available, that has revealed portions conversed with her 

that she has argued with me for never saying, after I told her that I told what she says I did not.  

I have only come to change from being short and abrupt with her on those occasions becoming more 

readily recognizable watching for them, recognizing the possibilities of her not being a lazy thinker and 

not keeping up by volition; and notice the typical discrepancies since the professional reports spurred 

me on to watch for them, as before I knew to watch for them I did never notice or make the distinction. 

That is the cause and why it should be noticed that observation of these circumstances should be more 

scrutinized by greater effort identified peculiar to silent diseases than to treat her and her associations 

as the common person without her limitations. And in her instance of limitation, she cannot be the only 

person not being represented for her limitations expatriating a whole sector of Florida citizens that 

might be more useful and productive isolating their exceptions to more workable and intermingling of 

better effective associations, even for the increased perspective of these subject peoples that as yet do 

not know they have physical limitations that if known they might better excel with society.  

Generally, people are not found just yet to recognize or desire to help; due to time people in position do 

not want to help. They don’t bow down their time to help. Yet it is not a far and long walk to take notice. 

And public are in near disbelief first in hearing the lack of these type of ails of silent diseases not being 

represented saying that is wrong, assuming that someone has a door where it is to be represented to be 

setting aside these abusive scenarios.  
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And the diagnosis of tricuspid regurgitation (sticking heart valves # as reported to me in explanation), 

Chiari malformation type one. These sticking valves have been causing her seizures more and less at 

differing times.  

These sticking valves have in 2002 caused three grand mal seizures, one of which lasted two hours when 

she lost all her 48 years of previous memories never recovering those memories, where she did not 

know where she was who she was, who my son or me was.  

And the lion’s share of time for her to rebuild for herself and who she shall be, how she will need new 

cautions to learn how to deal with and be careful of what people might try to induce her actions 

detrimental to herself or others was a new necessity, by reason of the amnesia of those seizures.  

How to associate with other people was to be a new concept now separated from the normal cautions 

developed by younger years of traverse of associations, she had lost what you and I still have; even I was 

resistant to accept that, but she is my wife. It was an adjustment for me to take notice of extra needs 

she has if I talk to her.  

If she were deaf I would have to learn new for myself sign language if I wanted to communicate with 

her. She is not deaf. She has a different limitation, but a limitation just the same. I have got to 

remember that sometimes when I talk with her I may not be able to expect of her that she still knows 

everything I may have just said. I may have to have that added grace for her sake,  that is called human 

kindness. I refuse to believe I cannot find some of that in Florida my home State. 

The rebuilding of herself has been largely limited by this terror of a court case jumping on her life too 

close to her even having an opportunity to discover what things may be necessary in her rebuilding of 

her own psychological prowess beyond that of a little child.  

This case jumped upon her where she does not have any idea of excuse or reason or why she is become 

an object of persecution and abuse. 

She has not understood the proceedings. She has not understood any illicit involvement that the state 

alleged she had. And all she understands is that she is in captivity, kept from her family, kept from her 

other ministries where her Bible studies were she held weekly readings through the Bible at 

Summertime Retirement Village. The meetings fell apart as the case commandeered more and more of 

her attention distracting her abilities to continue them for the graduating terrorizing agitations of 

appearances and hearings and brow beating of her to take a deal that she could not “understand any 

way she could be guilty and not guilty at the same time.” She feels that has been used against her, and 

no reasonable person could understand that. 

She has been denied medical treatments therapies and medicines amounting to cruel and unusual 

punishment, separating her natural rights of life and health excused within correction of civil rights 

mixing venues that ought not to be done.  
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We and her are in fear for her life, if not her sanity singled out and isolated from society in her affects of 

silent disease, and set apart for no fault of her own. She is not diseased. She is not dangerous. And she 

has been able to learn that someone may have abused her identity against her and her neighbor 

somewhere across the States; but she did not set out to abuse anyone. 

The twenty-five page memorandum that we filed for her, it seems to be being ignored to make it look in 

the record as if that she had her right to an appeal without asserting any of the issues she desires to 

assert on the appeal, by three meaningless unrelated statements (without relating to the twenty-five 

page memorandum or the recent issues or the more lengthy statement o f judicial acts to be reviewed 

that we asserted on the record) on the notice of appeal that the new public defender has filed. I have 

yet to get a contact back and connecting intelligently with the new public defender to set a meeting with 

her (atty Allison Havens) to cover the issues of Marcia’s appeal. This places defendant, Marcia, and us in 

fear that her real issues to be heard on appeal will be hidden from the appellate court. 

And the umbrella over the whole thing has revealed not only her diagnosed conditions that the court 

has ignored in research of facts, but that also appears to be a sick outgrowth of the condition in Florida 

where silent disease are wholly ignored and constructively denied not represented. And the whole 

sector of people are thus expatriated not recognized for their hapless condition. 

Because it is obvious online and in the news and in recent bills in the legislature that silent diseases exist 

in Florida. People with silent disease are thus denied and not provided a representative form of 

government which is required from the constitutional mandate on the states to provide their citizens 

with a republican form of government.  

And she has not received effective assistance of counsel as required mandate of the Constitution on the 

states for their citizens, on many instances including, and not limited to, lying on direct question from 

the judge, withholding evidence, never objecting to state’s attorney prejudicial statements and refusing 

to enter on hand evidence to refute them, not paying enough attention to disqualify and dismiss jurors 

of the right enumerated to defendant in statute when he responded, “I don’t know.” after Marcia said, 

“Who said that?”, as he knew Marcia could not see but inches from her face. This development came 

when Marcia heard one juror say she was excited to get done with the trial and go to celebrate her 

birthday. And that answered by the judge to say this won’t take long when the jury still had yet to hear 

the presentments or evidence or disqualifications in the court by which tampering and prejudicing the 

jury was being promoted by the judge. This is the same Judge Kenneth Lester that for prejudice of the 

Zimmerman trial was taken off of that case involuntarily. This potential juror had someone’s life in her 

hands in the following hours at that point was wholly distracted for her coming birthday celebration, 

when her grave duty before her entailed having some fellow citizens rights and character of life in her 

hands double-minded to the task. The public defender, Scott Sterling, never objecting to the judge 

putting a time limit to the jury, that this is going to be done by 5 o’clock, rushing the jury, dismissive of 

the life of the defendant in the hands of the court. never objecting throughout hearings where she was 

brow beaten to take a deal, brow beaten about her faith as a device to pressure her, ecclesiastical 

judgments from the bench saying, “Your god is not going to deliver you.” Also the judge was 
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ecclesiastically judging from the bench stating, not only to Marcia as the defendant that you don’t know 

what is good for you, but stating that Marcia’s “G-d does not know what is good for you.” In these 

traverses from the bench the judge was assuming to himself to dictate religious advice and manipulation 

of her beliefs.  

When it comes down to the fact that is simple, as intent is required for guilt to be assessed of a 

defendant as connecting element to the alleged crime to be guilty of the crime, housing the element of 

the intent by the defendant with plan and design to commit the crime the inadequacy of the judge’s jury 

instruction, when the jury came back in their confusion requesting further jury instructions on their 

confusion stating that they find of fact that “the defendant did not intend to defraud”, the judge did not 

say one word about the need of the finding of intent to affix the crime and guilt on the defendant that 

she would be responsible for. But all he did was to make two circles on a page and say about them, “this 

is definitions and this is elements.  

Where it was that moments after they went back out to deliberate from those inadequate jury 

instructions from the bench, the jury came back with a guilty verdict. And the further ineffective 

assistance of counsel on the obvious confusion and gross lack of instruction of the element of intent 

necessary for a guilty verdict, on the part of the public defender as I make note of his ineffective 

assistance of counsel is where Scott failed to poll the jury when the judge asked him, “Do you want to 

poll the jury.”  

Then and there is the obvious point at which to go ahead and set aside any confusion on the part of the 

court or identify a source or sources of confusion left promoted to be lingering and continuing of any 

doubt asking each juror whether they personally reached belief without a shadow of doubt their 

personal individual conscience and judgment did assign the defendant as guilty. Where failure to poll 

that jury created a forever impracticability the questions of fact or doubt that there were or was not 

confusion between the finding that the defendant did not intend to defraud and the guilty verdict, 

which are apparently counter distinguished as a guilty verdict is and continues to be opposed by the lack 

of intent to commit the alleged crime and showing that the illicit elements that would have given the 

defendant knowledge of a crime, that knowledge was never had in possession by the defendant 

according to what the state had to be shown because of the finding of fact by the jury was and is that, 

“the defendant did not intend to defraud”; so she did not know enough if there were a crime to be 

guilty of that crime; so she did not know of any illicit activity to have any opportunity to turn from any 

wrongdoing that she otherwise might have had opportunity to turn from a criminal Act if it had been 

brought to her attention and knowledge.  

The obvious question reasonably continues now that the jury cannot be polled of the counter distinction 

of the verdict founded in finding of fact or unfounded in hiding the continuance of a prevalent doubt 

that for review now cannot be satisfied. 

I am husband at 407 252-7576, Charles (Steve) Stephen Victor Bilyue, to Marcia Bilyue DC#E51675, held 

13 April 2015, at Lowell Woman’s Reception Center, 11120 N.W. Gainesville Road, Ocala Florida 34482. 



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] *Case where judge is used bench warrant to interfere with health response to

 treatment, never produced connecting evidence. Current is farce of a trial; and pending appeal held in
 abeyance, Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue, trial court ...

Date: Thursday, October 16, 2014 1:21:20 AM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue. (Cases No. Below).
And I was thinking that among some of the things never produced into evidence are answers to these questions:
1) Who matched up the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the alleged purchases?
Because I was thinking back that the court has never shown this has it?
2) And dod the alleged card's numbers match from the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the
 alleged purchases?
3) Were the numbers ever produced to the court to show the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of
 the alleged purchases?
4) What were the alleged credit card's numbers on the cards alleged as evidence to the card's numbers of the alleged
 purchases? And what were the credit card numbers of the purchases? And do those match and can they be shown to
 match?
5) As a matter of fact if the numbers do not match, the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the
 alleged purchases, then this whole time arresting the life of Marcia held to this case for four and a half plus years
 has been malicious prosecution and gross neglect of research and fact finding due prior to burden of calling of
 information to initiate and file a case to the court and alleging against the defendant has it been or has it not been as
 so stated?
6) if there is no match of the alleged credit card's numbers to the card's numbers of the alleged purchases, then is that
 the showing as establishing that there is no evidence but gross circumstantial and loose evidence and not material in
 isolation of any factual connection to an intent to do harm by the defendant?
Contact information to help us: (407)252-7576.
*Case where judge is used bench warrant to interfere with health response to treatment, never produced connecting
 evidence. Current is farce of a trial; and pending appeal held in abeyance, Florida vs. Marcia Bilyue, trial court case
 No. 2009CF005661A; Fifth DCA Case No. 5D14-3241.



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] threat to Marcia Ann Bilyue"s health and life.
Date: Monday, October 20, 2014 12:18:46 PM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: My wife is a voting citizen, Marcia Ann Bilyue, now and still undergoing
 medical therapy treatment, not yet balanced for her seizure medications as they result from recent discovery, has
 always shown up for court. Once even the Lester said in open court, “She’s always here.”. And for judge Kenneth
 R. Lester, at 101 Bush boulevard, Sanford Florida 32773, case number 2009CF005661A, to issue the bench warrant
 is vicious and creating impracticability denying the health response necessary to her treatment. It has caused
 symptoms at onset of Marcia hearing of the unnecessary bench warrant to come new to her face, the front of her
 head that had never occurred before outside of the sides top and back upper left of her head that place her and me in
 fear of her life.
And if she heard the bench warrant had been lifted, then maybe her health responses would return to improvement
 instead of worsening.
She’s always come early. She has never gone against the court once. She has come with her pains. She participated
 at every stage. And she has shown no cause for this, unless the cases is that Lester holds a misplaced vendetta
 against her or her religion remembering many of his comments.
Understand I am looking for appeal responses against a disorderly judge now not her case, but for her health. And
 you office seems to be hers and mine only line of defense an attack oh her health that I hope does not murder her
 for her sensitive conditions.
And there would be no case if the recording unnoticed to her was prudently cited inadmissible without notice of
 recording under Fourth Amendment challenge against recording in combination between U.S. v. Akridge, 346 F3d
 618 (6th Cir. 2003) and U.S. v. Davis, 270 F3d 977 (D.C. Cir. 2001); or the error in the verdict of the jury that is
 countered by the finding of the jury that she did not intend to defraud, just to cite the edge of a tapestry of errors
 that rules and procedure and court proceedings construction are burdening in this case to relief against the
 disordered discretion of a judge, an unfair trial threatening an unfair sentencing by the train of events, and the
 separation of health from the defendant threatening her brain her health or even her death, and the willfulness of a
 judge refusing to consider substantive rights of the defendant, in a case where even the public defender lied to the
 judge on direct question.
Respectfully, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue.



From: Steve Bilyue
To: FL GOV Inspector General
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore]
Date: Wednesday, April 01, 2015 4:30:00 PM
Attachments: Facility Questions for Inspector General 2015-04-01.pdf

April 1, 2015 Steve Bilyue

1410 Easton way

Casselberry, Florida 32707

407-699-1548

Chief Inspector General Melinda M. Miguel.

Office of the Chief Inspector General
Room 2103 - The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

Phone: (850) 717-9264
Fax: (850) 921-0817
E-Mail: cig@eog.myflorida.com

Re: Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC#51675.

Hello ,I write you concerning cruel and unusual punishment of an inmate, for fear for her life.
 The civil rights restricted under correction do not extend to deprivation of natural rights of
 health and threat to life. Please look into these matters of extraordinary concern. I have
 provided durable power of attorney, hospital request forms and letters of explanation to patch
 the omitted authorities to accomplish these competent ordered treatments that are medically
 necessary to be restored to her. Every attempt has been thwarted, by personalities, rules, and
 run around all styled by and for continued omission. The details that I have don’t matter if we
 can get these authorities and ordered treatments restored timely to her condition and survival.
 I am gravely concerned for her survival to reach for her appeal.

I am deeply concerned but for the denials of medical treatment – competently ordered by
 physicians for medicines and therapy, to restore Marcia’s loss to health and save extremities
 from irreparable damage due to apathy.

Facility Questions – Medical needs NOT MET

Forward to Inspector General

Marcia Ann Bilyue is currently in custody at Florida Women’s Reception Center, 3700
 N.W. 111th place, Ocala, Florida 34482

Cruel and Unusual Punishments Assessments of Natural rights denied and deprived,
 alternative to civil rights with hers under ordered correction – violating unalienable rights
 distinguished in Article 2, paragraph five, Constitution, substantially.



□ - History: Diabetes, amnesia, Chiari one malformation
also: situational dementia, tricuspid regurgitation
- Family history: estranged
- Social history: Currently on social security disability for dysfunction: combination memory
 and situational dementia.

□ Allergy list
- Sulfamethoxazole
- Aspirin cramps
- Flonase rash
- Naprosyn unknown
- Sudafed

□ Competent Ordered-Medical treatment – DENIED

1 of (3) heart medicines yet denied
- carvedilol(Coreg 3.125 mg oral tablet) 1 tab oral two times a day with breakfast and supper
blood pressure/ chest pain

2 of (3) heart medicines yet denied
- clopidogrel (Plavix 75 mg oral tablet) tab oral once a day
CLOT PREVENTION

3 of (3) heart medicines yet denied
- isosorbide mononitrate (Imdur 30 mg oral tablet, extended release) 1 tab Oral once a day (in
 the morning)
chest pain

□ (1) Neuralgia medicine yet denied
- Gabapentin (Neurontin 300mg oral capsule) one cap oral (3)x a day – Prescription

□ (1) Seizure medicine denied December 2 until December 25, 2014
- Is she still getting Lamotrigine (25mg oral tablet)?

□ (2) Diabetes insulins denied December 2 until December 25, 2014
- Is she still getting insulin glargine (Lantus) 13 units subcutaneous with breakfast, or has she
 ever during her incarceration?
- Is she still getting insulin lispro (insulin lispro (Humalog)) 5 units subcutaneous with meals,
 or has she ever during her incarceration?

□ Long term observations: In heat extreme environments; and in high-paced conception
 incident of complication or interrogation she loses memory pieces of conversation erased thus
 not missed, but contributes to problematic communication indicating similarities to tricuspid
 regurgitating “sticking heart valves” as cited in physician explanation of amnesia with 2002
 three grand mal seizures [(1) of which was 2 hours long.]

□ Necessary Assistance – Competently Ordered – DENIED

□ Vision Poor – can only see inches from face

□ Hearing – good



□ Speech – good

□ Communication – “Transmit messages (receives information” (sic) (Prima
 facie) Problematic observation, which does not account for longer term
 exposureto evaluations. My long term proximity affords my comparison to her
 responses as to physicians’ amnesia explanation of 2002 of tricuspid
 regurgitation for “sticking valves” caused her grand mal seizure and
 subsequent 48 year loss in amnesia, husband, Steve Bilyue [FIX
 PUNCTUATION]

□ Mental and Behavior Status – alert

□ Skin condition – intact

□ Dressing – No assistance – “Husband helps”

□ Bathing – Requires assistance “Husband helps”

□ Ambulation – Requires assistance – DENIED”Witnessed lack of officer’s
 assistance that requires prompting, revealing lack of Officer care, instruction,
 or incompetence.

□ Endurance – Needs intermittent rest.

□ Ann BilyueTransfer – Requires assistance – Frequent falls due to failure of
 provision or attention. DENIED

□ Wheelchair – N/A – Subsequently Prescribed-provided by insurance prior to
 custody taken

□ Toileting – Bathroom, Requires assistance – Frequent falls due to failure of
 provision or attention. DENIED

□ Bladder control – Continent

□ Bowl control – Continent

□ Feeding – No assistance

□ Diet – 60-75 Carbs – Lacks mention of needs of sufficient protein, their lack
 of proteins spike blood glucose to cause seizure sometimes. DENIED

Thank you for looking into this for my wife Marcia

Steve Bilyue



1 of 3, Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC#51675. 

 

 

April 1, 2015      Steve Bilyue 

       1410 Easton way  

Casselberry, Florida 32707 

       407-699-1548 

Chief Inspector General Melinda M. Miguel. 

Office of the Chief Inspector General 
Room 2103 - The Capitol 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
Phone: (850) 717-9264 
Fax: (850) 921-0817 
E-Mail:  cig@eog.myflorida.com 

Re: Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC#51675. 

Hello ,I write you concerning cruel and unusual punishment of an inmate, for fear for her life. The civil 

rights restricted under correction do not extend to deprivation of natural rights of health and threat to 

life. Please look into these matters of extraordinary concern. I have provided durable power of attorney, 

hospital request forms and letters of explanation to patch the omitted authorities to accomplish these 

competent ordered treatments that are medically necessary to be restored to her. Every attempt has 

been thwarted, by personalities, rules, and run around all styled by and for continued omission. The 

details that I have don’t matter if we can get these authorities and ordered treatments restored timely 

to her condition and survival. I am gravely concerned for her survival to reach for her appeal.   

I am deeply concerned but for the denials of medical treatment – competently ordered by physicians for 

medicines and therapy, to restore Marcia’s loss to health and save extremities from irreparable damage 

due to apathy. 

Facility Questions – Medical needs NOT MET 

Forward to Inspector General 

Marcia Ann Bilyue is currently in custody at Florida Women’s Reception Center, 3700 N.W. 111th 

place, Ocala, Florida 34482 

Cruel and Unusual Punishments Assessments of Natural rights denied and deprived, alternative to civil 

rights with hers under ordered correction – violating unalienable rights distinguished in Article 2, 

paragraph five, Constitution, substantially. 



2 of 3, Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC#51675. 

 

□ - History: Diabetes, amnesia, Chiari one malformation 

also: situational dementia, tricuspid regurgitation 

- Family history: estranged 

- Social history: Currently on social security disability for dysfunction: combination memory and 

situational dementia. 

□ Allergy list 

- Sulfamethoxazole 

- Aspirin  cramps 

- Flonase  rash 

- Naprosyn  unknown 

- Sudafed 

□ Competent Ordered-Medical treatment – DENIED 

1 of (3) heart medicines yet denied 

- carvedilol(Coreg 3.125 mg oral tablet) 1 tab oral two times a day with breakfast and supper 

blood pressure/ chest pain 

2 of (3) heart medicines yet denied 

- clopidogrel (Plavix 75 mg oral tablet) tab oral once a day 

CLOT PREVENTION 

3 of (3) heart medicines yet denied 

- isosorbide mononitrate (Imdur 30 mg oral tablet, extended release) 1 tab Oral once a day (in the 

morning) 

chest pain 

□  (1) Neuralgia medicine yet denied 

- Gabapentin (Neurontin 300mg oral capsule) one cap oral (3)x a day – Prescription 

□ (1) Seizure medicine denied December 2 until December 25, 2014 

- Is she still getting Lamotrigine (25mg oral tablet)? 

□ (2) Diabetes insulins denied December 2 until December 25, 2014 

- Is she still getting insulin glargine (Lantus) 13 units subcutaneous with breakfast, or has she 

ever during her incarceration? 

- Is she still getting insulin lispro (insulin lispro (Humalog)) 5 units subcutaneous with meals, or 

has she ever during her incarceration? 

 

□ Long term observations: In heat extreme environments; and in high-paced conception incident 

of complication or interrogation she loses memory pieces of conversation erased thus not 

missed, but contributes to problematic communication indicating similarities to tricuspid 

regurgitating “sticking heart valves” as cited in physician explanation of amnesia with 2002 three 

grand mal seizures [(1) of which was 2 hours long.] 



3 of 3, Medical needs not met for Marcia Ann Bilyue, DC#51675. 

 

 

□ Necessary Assistance – Competently Ordered – DENIED 

 

□ Vision Poor – can only see inches from face 

□ Hearing – good 

□ Speech – good 

□ Communication – “Transmit messages (receives information” (sic) (Prima facie) 

Problematic observation, which does not account for longer term exposureto 

evaluations. My long term proximity affords my comparison to her responses as to 

physicians’ amnesia explanation of 2002 of tricuspid regurgitation for “sticking valves” 

caused her grand mal seizure and subsequent 48 year loss in amnesia, husband, Steve 

Bilyue [FIX PUNCTUATION] 

□ Mental and Behavior Status – alert 

□ Skin condition – intact 

□ Dressing – No assistance – “Husband helps” 

□ Bathing – Requires assistance “Husband helps” 

□ Ambulation – Requires assistance – DENIED”Witnessed lack of officer’s assistance that 

requires prompting, revealing lack of Officer care, instruction, or incompetence. 

□ Endurance – Needs intermittent rest. 

□  Ann BilyueTransfer – Requires assistance – Frequent falls due to failure of provision or 

attention. DENIED 

□ Wheelchair – N/A – Subsequently Prescribed-provided by insurance prior to custody 

taken 

□ Toileting – Bathroom, Requires assistance – Frequent falls due to failure of provision or 

attention. DENIED 

□ Bladder control – Continent 

□ Bowl control – Continent 

□ Feeding – No assistance 

□ Diet – 60-75 Carbs – Lacks mention of needs of sufficient protein, their lack of proteins 

spike blood glucose to cause seizure sometimes. DENIED 

Thank you for looking into this for my wife Marcia 

Steve Bilyue 



From: Charles Bilyue
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] judicial threat to life without cause complaint
Date: Wednesday, October 15, 2014 9:08:45 AM

From: Charles Bilyue <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number: 4072527576

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: (407)252-7576
From: Steve Bilyue, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue  <1corxi19mn@gmail.com>

 Affidavit and claims of information, and request for intervention and help to save my wife's life; and request to
 remove bias and prejidice judge for fear of having not received a fair trial; and fear of filing other necessary request
 documents. 14 October 2014.

Address:
Address - Post Office Box 14106, Tallahassee, Florida 32317
Phone - (850) 488-1581
Email - contact@floridajqc.com
To whom or any American it may concern:

Trial nor sentencing should be in the hands of a judge with gross error over the volition he has misapplied to a case.

There is a volition that exists between your thoughts and your choices that is measured by your will that establishes
 your intent restrained only by your understanding or what you allow yourself to understand. There is where you
 establish your appropriate or the inappropriateness of your volition for your neighbor when it affects and impacts
 them in damage when, for the consideration of what you should do or what you should step to restrain yourself
 from doing.

When a judge has notice that the defendant is admitted and hospitalized he knows or should know or expect that
 corporal action against the defendant may become a detraction and increase to further damage to their health
 response to treatment.

Whereas that judge should and must restrain action against them for the impact at that time that corporal action
 against the defendant may be a detraction and further damage unecessarily upon the condition of the defendant’s
 health that she is subjected to at that time.

This is able to be found true especially when the judge has knowledge of her history impacting the proceedings of
 having been takennecessarily away from proceedings temporarily by the impracticability cause by her health and
 out of her control for incidents of hospitalization experienced across the course of the case, such as this that has
 continued over four and a half years.

For this cause it is necessary and expedient that this judge must be removed and stopped from killing my wife; for
 this cause it is necessary and expedient that hye not be allowed to upset her health response and continue treatment
 unobstructed, whereby his own testimony in the case and from the bench he has stated, ‘I don’t beleave she is going
 anywhere.’

Whether the judge is aware or not, by required volition he is to take cognizance observation accord judgment and



 spring from prudent understanding, not being reactionary, as he had prior knowledge and notice in her
 hospitalization of evidense to the effect of the defendant health detraction or doctors normally would not have
 found it necessary to admit her.

And he had ample cause to watch and guard rights and procedure respectively, for the Acts of the court he is
 charged with first for the defendant under our Constitution.

In that duty his descretion is charged not to issue but stay the bench warrant consideration till assessment is revealed
 in such as this case for due cautions that volition requires and is the first potential notice to the public by the second
 witness is the rights and procedure advacate for as controller of the court in each case to keep order.

If a fallen soldier in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own (A), in rights of cause, is bleeding out from
 secondary damage circumstance; and you (B), a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary, are trying to stop
 the bleeding, would any reasonable and prudent person can consider rights and law respectively that it can be
 found  appropriate that the stopping of the bleeding assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the
 ministerial Act to award prudence to the expectation you (B) can petion or motion or at least even expect it prudent
 and viable for another fellow soldier (C) to stop an enemy (D) from continuing to have access by whatever means is
 available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increased, to the victim (A) or to the minister (B) in the
 interest that the plight of the victim (A) not be worsened when the enemy (D) has exibited one or more Acts already
 to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second worseni!
 ng and increased damage, beyond what was already present and has set the expectation in place that irreparable
 damage, to a third worsening and increased damage, likely may ensue  if that enemy (D) branded by his actions, in
 the secondary damage place, as such treatment, whether that enemy (D) that Acts of furthering damage has the hold
 on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of enemy (D) in relation to the interests of and to the
 victim or further Acts of that enemy to stop, at least and until mending healing and more level considerations
 representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then move from finding of that safety.

Similarly, that is parallel in essence to

If the defendant has fallen in the primary health hapless to no fault of their own to seizure requirements and
 medication to combat them aggrivated or caused by pain of neuralgia shocks streaming across lines of origin to
 termination points complained of across the rear upper head area the top and sides only from May of 2014 through
 to 9 October 2014 and exclusively not in the face, cheek or front of her head, then in the fear of potentially life
 threatening danger of the increases coinsiding with the steps at issue of my complaint for caution restraint and state
 advacacy to acknowledge there is a possible danger of irreparable damage concerned in my complaint herein.

If on new knowledge has had happen to her hearing of an Act of the trial judge Kenneth Lester of which has issued a
 bench warrant even after being informed that she is hospitalized; and from and at that time she has begun having
 the new onset of symptoms of the face and cheek on the front of her head peculiar to not having that before with the
 other symptoms, then further damage is being caused by the stressors of the hearing of that as affect of gross and
 grave indescretion on the part of the judge in combination of and with the experience she was afected in her health
 and emotionally that after she and I experienced a similar gross and grave indescretion when Scott Sterling (who
 was supposed to be on her side and her defense counsel) lied to the judge on direct question of evidence and
 secondary damage circumstance appears to be from affect of hearing condescension and disregard to the
 defendant’s need in her health but for the hearing of the bench warrant.

Tthat the bench warrant news has disturbed and worsened the hapless health by reason or at least corrolation of the
 Act of issuing the bench warrant under her health condition and in the wake of the fear already generated from
 Sterling’s lie.

By stress of hearing of new knowledge increase to the damage to health has happened but for the high handed
 unnecessary nature of the bench warrant when she was not going anywhere, instead of the improvement that
 happened before her hearing of the bench warrant that we had first hopes in possibly rectifying when the pain of the
 neuralgia shocks had been lessened as she reported her experience for the time after Dr. David, the neurologist from
 Miami, had put her on the Lamotrigine, seizure medicine. And all other hospitalizations since the experiences onset



 since May 2014 had not had any success with the symptoms other than the Lamotrigine; and no emotional relief
 had been given by revelation of anyone identifying the problem with the name neuralia in all that time, except for
 finding four or five people on line who had reports of the same symptoms, but no one revealed any name for further
 research to solve or treat the problem in all that time.

When Dr. David revealed the considered name, on that suggestion we looked on line under that name and found
 reports materials and description that is identical to what she has been experiencing. Hope abounded from there for
 her when we shared those findings.

Then the news of the bench warrant came to her and the change happened then where she was not only experiencing
 the other pains but new symptoms happened that she complained of deteriorating that as her health and her
 demeanor swiped into fear and aprehension thay as it was observed all together upon her emotional state and on her
 health with increased symptoms I believe and any reasonable person would believe uncalled for and unnecessary
 nature of the bench warrant is constructively damaging to her health and well being and is denying the respect to
 allow treatment opportunity for health response to gain improvement.

In rights of that cause of mending existing damage of Marcia as the hapless victim in her health I am her only
 advocate available to step in again of where a minister finding the cause of ministry necessary trying to stop the
 current secondary damage beyond what a doctor was finally found to help the primary damage in this issue of her
 complaint and my own under conditions any reasonable and prudent person can consider importance of rights and
 law; and it can be found  appropriate that the stopping of the current damage assigns necessity to give cause to
 appropriateness to the ministerial Act to stave off further irreparable and possible damage by aggrivation
 impracticability to her health response needed to have opportunity to improve unopposed to award prudence to this
 and anything and anyone for expectation petion or motion or at least even expecting it prudent and viable for for
 another to stop the person threatening to the defendant to make the defendant’s emotional t!
 he condition worse affecting her physical condition, and to stop an existing beligerant person from continuing to
 have access to  by whatever means, not limited to but including removing the judge from her case for bias and
 prejudice, otherwise he is available to commit further damage, a third worsening and increase to that victim.

This cause assigns necessity to give cause to appropriateness to the ministerial Act to award prudence to the
 expectation for and to the minister, as yet only myself, to help the interest that the plight of the victim not be
 worsened, when the the person threatening to make her worse in the element of the standing bench warrant that the
 existing damage has already evidence to have done so.

The judge has exibited one or more Acts already to have been aggrivating and increasing damage, to a second
 worsening and increased damage, beyond what was already present, in the primary hapless health condition.

And the judge has set the expectation in place that irreparable damage, to a third worsening and increased damage
 state likely may ensue  if that beligerant branded by his actions, as such treatment is allowed to continue inaffect
 against her in the secondary damage condition toward a third, whether that beligerant believes he Acts of furthering
 damage has the hold on his own cognizance for seeing his actions as prudent and protecting or as misplaced.

Conclusive for acknowledgement, necessity requires the Act or Acts in place defining the brand of beligerant to the
 rights and law for the victim or further Acts of that beligerant to be put to a stop, at least and until mending healing
 and more level consideratini persons representing the appropriate interests can take proper assessment, and then
 move from finding of safety.

And whereas there is evidence that Scott Sterling has lied on direct question from the judge, there is evidence that
 proper volition is not or may not be taken by the judge and the court in the defendant’s behalf in the error of
 construction of improper volition is being exibited and taken in the court by the public defender and the judge
 against my wife’s substantive rights.

And if it is found and is true, all authority should be given any agent in behalf of the substantive right of my wife
 and her health both personal and civil under the threat to stop action against my wife's health.

On this basis and in our union of marriage where I have right to interplead for her protection, for her help, as if to
 stop the bleeding.



Please offer your gifts and calling to save my wife's life. 

I, Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue, afirm that I am of a sound mind and this statement of information, and request for
 intervention and help to save my wife's life is true and not misleading and for that truthfulness I submit to the pain
 and penalty of perjury.

 Charles Stephen Victor Bilyue as and for

Marcia Ann Bilyue

Address - 1410 Easton way Casselberry Florida , Florida 32707
Phone - (407)252-7576
Email - 1corxi19mn@gmail.com
And - arcticwolftreasures@gmail.com




